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Today is a special day: the winter issue of the Prairie Wind goes live, it is the
first day of a year full of promise, and the date is 1.1.11. It seems that our
calendars are trying to tell us something, but what? That each of our writing
and illustrating creations is one of a kind? That one day, our kidlit careers
will soar? That one by one, we really can achieve our goals? I, for one,
believe all that and more.
Happy New Year, SCBWI-Illinois!
Heather Banks
Editor
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comes to illustrating for children.
* Tales from the Front: Read how Barb Rosenstock managed to keep one
eye on the road and one eye on her manuscripts as she traveled toward
publication.
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* Classes: Classes are a great way to jumpstart the new year, and June
Sengpiehl’s listings can help us find just the right one.
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news in one convenient location.
* Food for Thought: Sallie Wolf has planned a January event that will help
you create your own one-of-a-kind strategic marketing plan!
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WINTER 2011: TABLE OF CONTENTS
Greeting: Alice B. McGinty, one of our two hard-working RAs, gives us tips on how to chart the course of our
careers.

~ Our Chapter~
Illustrator in the Spotlight: Kathleen Spale has a one-track mind when it comes to illustrating for children.
Tales from the Front: Read how Barb Rosenstock managed to keep one eye on the road and one eye on her
manuscripts as she traveled toward publication.

~ Happenings ~
Classes: Classes are a great way to jumpstart the new year, and June Sengpiehl’s listings can help us find just the
right one.
News Roundup: Michelle Sussman gives us the most important kidlit news in one convenient location.
Food for Thought: Sallie Wolf has planned a January event that will help you create your own one-of-a-kind
strategic marketing plan!
Don’t Miss #1: Don’t be left out in the cold—sign up for one of the last spots in Lisa Wheeler’s Picture Book Boot
Camp, happening this February!
Don’t Miss #2: One editor + one day in April = Spring Thaw with Arthur Levine!

~ Craft ~
Writing Tips: This issue’s one new columnist, M. Molly Backes, explains how a slow beginning might be the fast
way to generate reader interest.
Critique Group Tips: Meg Fleming Lentz may not know the cure for the common cold, but she knows her critique
group can cure our one common goal.
Illustrator Tips: One, two, three…that’s how many children’s publishing events Lisa Cinelli tells us about in this
issue.
Writer’s Bookshelf: Kim Winters recommends one magical book to improve our writing craft.
Book Look: Jodell Sadler uses two books to teach us about one trend—using picture book techniques in older
genres.

~ Career ~
The Irrepressible Writer: Carol Grannick is one writer who positively knows how artists should think.
Promote That Book!: James Kennedy promoted his novel like no one else could have—and it worked.
Kidlitosphere: Hilary Wagner tackles one of the hardest challenges for bloggers—how to increase
readership—with five easy tips.
Booksellers’ Perspective: After reading Cynda Strong’s profile, you’ll know why The Sly Fox is one bookstore you
don’t want to miss.
A Fly on the Wall: Deborah Topolski shares what she learned from the one and only Betsy Bird.
Someone You Should Know: For this issue, read about five someones worth knowing—all of them local
librarians!
Op/Ed: Cheryl Bardoe shares one benefit of Hamline’s MFA program we can all adopt—critical writing.
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Charting Your Course–Part I
I remember how I felt after writing my first children’s book manuscript. I was proud. After all, I’d created something that
someday, maybe, could become a book. But I also felt lost. How did I know if what I’d written was any good? Was it
publishable? And how could I get it published? Submitting…to publishers? I hadn’t a clue.
Nobody tells us how to become children’s book authors or illustrators. In other professions, such as recreational
therapy, the field I worked in during my pre-writing life, you go through a course of study, become certified, and keep
up your certification with continuing education classes. The course is charted for you. All you need to do is to follow it.
In writing, though, we have to chart the course ourselves. In my case, I found a book with a listing of publishers and
began to blindly send out queries to any publisher that seemed like a possibility. And I began collecting rejections.
Slowly, through SCBWI, reading, going to conferences, and joining a critique group, I got a better feel for the landscape
and how to navigate it. After all these years I’m still learning, and often I still feel like I’m not charting a course at all but
leaping blindly—hopefully forward.
Why is this so difficult? Because not only do we all have to chart our own course as writers and illustrators, but for each
of us the course must be unique. We each need to decide what stories we want—and need—to tell and how best to tell
them. Should we write fiction or nonfiction? Should we focus on an audience of younger children or older ones? Then
once we’ve written our stories, should we submit the manuscript ourselves or try to find an agent? The questions go on
after publication, too. Should we stop writing for a while to market our book? Should we write only books in a similar
genre to those we’ve already published? The answer to each question is different for every one of us. And every answer is
important because it impacts the course we’re charting for our careers.
Making all these decisions might sound—and feel—almost insurmountable at times. It’s certainly one our biggest
challenges. But there is help out there, and I’d like to share some of the things that have worked for me along the way.
Learn from others: I wrote biographies of children’s book authors and saw how they charted their courses. I paid
attention to what worked for them (such as drawing from their backgrounds and passions to write their stories)
and what didn’t. Now, I go to conferences and listen closely as other authors speak. Where are they on the path
they’ve charted and how did they get there? Look at those who are further along and find inspiration and direction
from them. Reading interviews, blogs, and books where other authors talk about writing can help, too.
Use the resources out there: There are classes, MFA programs, and online resources such as Harold Underdown’s
Purple Crayon website. There are conferences and critique groups. And of course, there’s SCBWI. The goal of
SCBWI—from the international level down to each local network—is to offer resources, guidance, and support at
every point along the way. I have no doubt that these resources (conferences, materials, community, and more)
have played a key role in helping me to chart and follow my own course. Because you’re reading this, you’ve
already taken a big step in charting your own course and using SCBWI as a resource. That means you’re off and
running!
What’s next? Once you’ve begun to chart your course, take the steps you need to follow it. Sometimes this may involve a
blind leap. I know it has for me. Other times, baby steps are what’s needed. And if you need to adjust your direction here
and there, that’s fine, too. The trick is to make it work for you, trust your instincts, and continue on. Always on.
As you set goals for the New Year—for the course you’re setting and the steps you’ll take to follow it—I wish you each
the best. I hope that SCBWI-Illinois is doing all that we can to help you along the way, and I look forward to seeing—and
celebrating—each step that carries you forward on your journey.
Happy New Year,
Alice B. McGinty
Co-Regional Advisor
SCBWI-Illinois

Comments are closed.
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It’s a Wonderful Illustrator’s Life
By Kathleen Spale
Over the holidays, I fell into my annual tradition of eating candy canes
and watching classic holiday movies…A Charlie Brown Christmas, A
Christmas Carol, Miracle on 34th Street, and, of course, It’s a
Wonderful Life. Looking back at the history of my illustrating career, I
cannot help but feel like the angel Clarence who, at the beginning of
this last-mentioned movie, watches the highlight reel of George
Bailey’s life. Flashes of stories…some good, some bad. As in Bedford
Falls, life is often unexpected and full of challenges. However, the good
news is that happy endings do exist!
I have loved telling stories, drawing, and sculpting for as long as I can remember. In 1989, when I saw the Disney
animated film The Little Mermaid, something changed. I did not just want to watch and enjoy the movie. I wanted to
create it. Ever since, I have pursued all avenues to becoming a professional artist with full enthusiasm. I researched art
schools at age 10. I visited the Walt Disney Studios at age 14. And, of course, I took every art class imaginable, from
those at local art societies to Columbia College to the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. Unlike George Bailey, I did
not go deaf in one ear from saving anyone’s life, but preparing for my life as an artist was nonetheless important work!
For my first degree in art, I attended a small, traditional fine arts
program at Loyola University Chicago. While my classmates created
portraits and landscapes, I wrote stories and made children’s
illustrations. The only semblance of a kindred spirit appeared in one of
my printmaking classes. While placing my prints to dry one day, I
noticed a few large plates of a rabbit playing with other animals. Who
was creating these children’s illustrations? A few days later, I
discovered that a fantastic local illustrator had been working on some
of his children’s book illustrations at Loyola. Even better, this
illustrator agreed to mentor me for my senior project, which of course
was a picture book. So once again, while other students put up their
fi nal paintings and sculptures, I proudly displayed my handbound
first picture book, The Cloud Who Wouldn’t Rain.
While this experience confirmed my interest in children’s illustration, I
still was considering a career in animation. As a result, I attended the
Academy of Art University in San Francisco, which had faculty who
worked at Disney and Pixar. However, as I continued there, more and more teachers told me that my stories were too
good and that I should not limit myself to a career as a technical animator. So in between anatomy, sculpture, and
portrait classes, I continued creating children’s illustrations. At the Academy of Art, I also could take classes in children’s
book illustration with published illustrators. At the end of my program, I wrote and illustrated another picture book, Why
Is He So Special, about growing up with my disabled brother.
With two degrees and two complete picture books, I was now ready to live my dream as a children’s book illustrator. The
only thing missing was a publisher. (Isn’t that always the problem?) As many of you know, finding a publisher is always
the hardest part. Thankfully, like George Bailey in It’s a Wonderful Life, I was lucky enough to have many Clarence-like
friends in the form of SCBWI and many other artists and writers who encouraged me through the piles of rejections. Also,
I was working a library job—for writers and illustrators looking for parallel careers, none is better than being a librarian.
You are always surrounded by books and people who love books. What can be better than that?
In fact, I even decided to pursue a master of library and information science degree at
Dominican University. While I knew that this degree would help my library career, what I
didn’t realize was that it would assist my children’s book illustration career as well!
Since beginning my Master’s degree, I’ve received more opportunities than ever before.
I illustrated the cover for Plank Road Summer, by Hilda and Emily Demuth, for
Crickhollow Books, as well as Kayak Anna and the Palindrome Creek, by Lina
Lukashevich, for Agua Viva Media. Finally, this past year, I had the opportunity to
illustrate a picture book, Samson’s Tale, by Carla Mooney, for Story Pie Press.
I am so pleased to work on children’s books that
have such meaning and depth. Plank Road Summer
focuses on Wisconsin history and the underground
railroad. Kayak Anna and the Palindrome Creek
highlights environmental issues, and most of the
proceeds for the book go to the charity Living Water
International. Samson’s Tale is based on the author’s
real life, in which the family dog helped her son get
through his difficult experience of living with cancer.
With Samson’s Tale, part of the proceeds goes to the
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In fact, I even decided to pursue a master of library and information science degree at
Dominican University. While I knew that this degree would help my library career, what I
didn’t realize was that it would assist my children’s book illustration career as well!
Since beginning my Master’s degree, I’ve received more opportunities than ever before.
I illustrated the cover for Plank Road Summer, by Hilda and Emily Demuth, for
Crickhollow Books, as well as Kayak Anna and the Palindrome Creek, by Lina
Lukashevich, for Agua Viva Media. Finally, this past year, I had the opportunity to
illustrate a picture book, Samson’s Tale, by Carla Mooney, for Story Pie Press.
I am so pleased to work on children’s books that
have such meaning and depth. Plank Road Summer
focuses on Wisconsin history and the underground
railroad. Kayak Anna and the Palindrome Creek
highlights environmental issues, and most of the
proceeds for the book go to the charity Living Water
International. Samson’s Tale is based on the author’s
real life, in which the family dog helped her son get
through his difficult experience of living with cancer.
With Samson’s Tale, part of the proceeds goes to the
charity Flashes of Hope.
Like the ending of It’s a Wonderful Life, I realize how lucky I am to be fulfilling the
dream that had started so long ago. I would not want to do anything else in my life,
and I am especially grateful to SCBWI and so many other artists, writers, and librarians
who have supported me through the years and helped make my dreams become a
reality. To work at a library, to be pursuing a master of library and information science
degree, and to be an illustrator for great children’s books that can make a
difference…it truly is a wonderful life!

Kathleen Spale is a Chicago-area illustrator and librarian. In addition to creating children’s illustrations for clients such
as Raven Tree Press, Crickhollow Books, Agua Viva Media, and Story Pie Press, Kathleen recently created an archive for
Albert Whitman & Company. She also can be found showing her work in exhibitions and making presentations at schools
and libraries regarding the process of illustrating children’s books. To find out more about Kathleen, visit
http://kathleenspale.com.
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By Fits and Starts, Careening Down the Track to Publication
By Barb Rosenstock

I’m not a member of the “I always wanted to be a writer” club. As a kid, I never thought of writing books, although I did
want to live in them. I inhaled the Little House series, Little Women, and the Betsy-Tacy books, along with other books of
dubious quality such as the Nurse Cherry Ames series (Army Nurse, Visiting Nurse, Dude Ranch Nurse…not kidding). I
never thought of writing books during the nineteen years that I wrote advertising and marketing copy—literally
thousands of words a year. And I never thought of writing books even after I gave birth to odd children who for some
reason didn’t like Chicka Chicka Boom Boom and begged for nonfiction stories about Babe Ruth, Blackbeard, and
Benedict Arnold.
About ten years ago, I went back to school to be a teacher, not a writer. A professor encouraged
me to publish a class essay, I sent it to a magazine, they bought it, and I was paid. “That was
easy,” I thought naively. “I should write a picture book.” I spent a year finishing a teaching
degree and submitting some of the worst children’s literature ever written. Rejection City.
Stubborn, obsessive, and ignorant of the business, I kept writing and submitting. Once the
dream of a picture book cover with my name on it took hold, I couldn’t let go. Eventually, a
manuscript about an alliterative poodle caught the eye of an editor at Dutton, who asked for a
revision…YES…and then, sadly, called to reject the revision on Christmas Eve. “And Merry
Christmas to you, too,” the depressed writer said with tears in her eyes.
Even though all the how-to books would tell you that the folks who buy alliterative poodle
stories are not the same folks who buy stories about Teddy Roosevelt, I’d never read those
how-to books, so I sent the same editor at Dutton a historical-fiction picture book manuscript a
few months later. She e-mailed within twenty-four hours and called the next day. An offer was
made and accepted. I almost dropped the phone the day she told me they had a Caldecott-winning illustrator on board.
(Yes, really!) As far as I knew, my first picture book was scheduled to come out in fall 2009.
But it’s 2010, and that’s NOT the book you’re reading about, so here are the fits and starts of the story…
One day, while bored at the kids’ orthodontist right after signing that first contract, I
saw a photo of an old woman waving a checkered flag on the obituary page of Time
magazine. Her name was Louise Smith, she raced NASCAR in the 1940s, she was the
first woman inducted into the Motorsports Hall of Fame, and she had (clearly) died. I
am not a race fan. I’ve never gone more than ten miles over the speed limit. I don’t
even know how to change a tire. Yet for some reason, I couldn’t forget this woman. I
pored through obscure racing magazines at the library and called the Motorsports
Hall of Fame. I got every piece of material written, photographed, or filmed about
Louise Smith—which amounted to one tiny shoebox full. I wrote a draft. I sent it to
Dutton. They LOVED the subject! They HATED the manuscript!
“You’re a better writer than this!” the editor-who-was-by-now-a-friend kept saying.
“What does this character FEEL?”
“I don’t KNOW!” I wanted to scream. I was paralyzed. I was desperate.
On a whim, I contacted an older woman who is involved in the racing community. She
invited me to a Living Legends of Auto Racing banquet in Daytona Beach to meet
Louise Smith’s friends and competitors. I told myself that if a woman in 1940 could
be brave enough to drive one hundred miles an hour with men yelling at her the
whole race, then I could be brave enough to walk alone into a cocktail party in Florida full of old folks. I interviewed
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Hall of Fame. I got every piece of material written, photographed, or filmed about
Louise Smith—which amounted to one tiny shoebox full. I wrote a draft. I sent it to
Dutton. They LOVED the subject! They HATED the manuscript!
“You’re a better writer than this!” the editor-who-was-by-now-a-friend kept saying.
“What does this character FEEL?”
“I don’t KNOW!” I wanted to scream. I was paralyzed. I was desperate.
On a whim, I contacted an older woman who is involved in the racing community. She
invited me to a Living Legends of Auto Racing banquet in Daytona Beach to meet
Louise Smith’s friends and competitors. I told myself that if a woman in 1940 could
be brave enough to drive one hundred miles an hour with men yelling at her the
whole race, then I could be brave enough to walk alone into a cocktail party in Florida full of old folks. I interviewed
racers. I got myself into NASCAR’s private archives and met their lead historian. I heard story after story about Louise
AND the other women who raced against men before NASCAR banned them in the late 1950s. I learned that these
gray-haired ladies, with their walkers and orthopedic shoes were trailblazing pioneers. I wrote THAT true story…the
story of feeling passed over but chasing your dreams anyway. I called it Pretty Tough. Dutton renamed it Fearless,
bought it to publish in 2010, and guided me to a dream agent. Two books in two years! I truly felt like I was flying.
As months passed, the economy slowly went south, and the publishing business got
crazier than usual. I found out one Thursday that my wonderful editor was leaving
Dutton the very next day, which meant both books were orphaned. The book about
Teddy Roosevelt wound up with a well-known editor who felt it needed a complete
rewrite. The award-winning illustrator was off schedule, and the original publication
date of 2009 became 2012 in the span of an editorial meeting. I was disappointed, but
I learned that there are large parts of this business that are out of the writer’s
control—an important lesson. During this up-and-down time, Louise Smith’s story
kept chugging on—first-time illustrator on time, minor editorial comments—until
October of this year, when Fearless, the second book contracted, became my first
book published.
Despite the frustration of watching my first book take so long to go through the
process, when I hold Fearless, suddenly it doesn’t matter which book came first.
Maybe the important thing about paths is that they lead you in the direction you’re
supposed to go. I read my own words about a woman who wouldn’t stop chasing her
dreams, and I realize that by writing Louise’s story, somehow I wrote my own story,
too.

Barb Rosenstock is the author of Fearless: The Story of Racing Legend Louise Smith, which earned a starred review in
Publishers Weekly, as well as a nomination for the ALA’s Amelia Bloomer Project book list. Her upcoming picture books
include The Littlest Mountain (KarBen, 2011), The Camping Trip that Saved America (Dutton, 2012), and William’s
Windmill (Knopf, 2012).
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Start Your 2011 with Class(es)!
Compiled by June Sengpiehl
Classes, conferences, and workshops provide opportunities for professional contacts, manuscript critiques, networking,
and fellowship. Many an unpublished manuscript has been refocused, redefined, rewritten, and published after its author
attended a class or workshop. Why not consider one of the learning opportunities below? Or visit http://scbwiillinois.org/Networks.html for events offered by SCBWI-Illinois Networks throughout the state.

***CLASSES IN ILLINOIS (roughly by starting date)***
HIGHLAND PARK, IL
1) Materials and Techniques in Children’s Book Illustration
2) Portfolio Reviews
When: Both classes can be arranged on weekdays and Saturdays to suit individual schedules.
Teaching Artist: Lisa Cinelli
Details: Work one-on-one putting together a strong children’s book illustration portfolio. For additional classes,
students explore drawing, painting, and mixed-media techniques used in children’s book illustration. Fine-tune images
in your picture book dummy and then experiment with materials to best tell the story visually. Classes can also be
arranged to focus on particular drawing or painting techniques, such as pen and ink, watercolor, gouache (an opaque
watercolor), or mixed media.
More information: Contact Lisa Cinelli at lisacinelli@gmail.com or (847) 433-4287.
EVANSTON ART CENTER (Evanston, IL)
1) Creating Dynamic Figures (0176)
When: Tuesdays, January 4 to–March 8, 7:00–10:00 p.m.
Cost: $275 member/$295 nonmember
2) Studio Drawing: Composition/Space/Value (0282)
When: Wednesdays, January 5–March 9, 7:00–10:00 p.m.
Cost: $250 member/ $270 nonmember
3) Transparent Watercolor (0261)
When: Fridays, January 7–March 11, 9:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Cost: $250 member/$270 nonmember
Instructor (for all classes): Michelle Kogan
Registration: visit http://www.evanstonartcenter.org or call (847) 475-5300
More information: http://www.michellekogan.com; http://www.moreart4all.wordpress.com;
mkogan@mdandmk.com
THE ART CENTER (Highland Park, IL)
What: Winter Plein Air Landscape Painting at Heller Nature Center (8223)
When: Tuesdays, January 11–March 21, 10:00 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Instructor: Michelle Kogan
Cost: $270 member/$290 nonmember
Registration: visit http://www.theartcenterhp.org or call (847) 432-1888
More information: http://www.michellekogan.com; http://www.moreart4all.wordpress.com;
mkogan@mdandmk.com
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO GRAHAM SCHOOL (Downtown Chicago, IL)
What: Writing Novels for Children and Young Adults
When: Tuesdays, January 11–March 1, 6:00–8:30 p.m.
Instructor: Esther Hershenhorn
Details: Begin the process of crafting an early chapter book or a middle-grade or young adult novel for young readers.
Suggested readings will highlight the structure and demands of the various format possibilities. Writing exercises and
workshop discussions will focus on the writing process, elements of narrative, revision, and a story’s marketability, with
special emphasis on the connection between plot and character. The workshop will keep writers on their respective plot
lines, offering measured assignments, project-related goals, models to study, suggestions, and encouragement.
Particular needs will be assessed and determined in the first session and addressed in the remaining weeks. Esther
Hershenhorn authors picture books and middle-grade fiction, coaches children’s book writers, and serves on the Board
of Advisors of The Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators.
More information: http://www.grahamschool.uchicago.edu/php/writersstudio/
CHICAGO BOTANIC GARDEN (Glencoe, IL)
What: Plein Air Watercolor: In the Greenhouse
When: Thursdays, January 13–March 3, 9:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Instructor: Michelle Kogan
Cost: $299 member/$374 nonmember
Registration: visit http://www.chicagobotanic.org/school/index.php (search: Kogan) and/or call (847) 835-8261
More information: http://www.michellekogan.com; http://www.moreart4all.wordpress.com;
mkogan@mdandmk.com
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HINSDALE CENTER FOR THE ARTS (Hinsdale, IL)
What: The ABC’s of Writing Children’s Poetry
When: Wednesdays, January 19–February 2, 10:30 a.m.–Noon
Instructor: Heidi Bee Roemer
Details: If you want to write poetry for children, this class is for you! Tips, terms, and techniques are covered in this
workshop for beginner to intermediate poets. Students will learn about voice, meter, diverse poetry forms, and more.
With an eye on publication, students will recognize and write in a variety of styles. A high percentage of former students
have gone on to publish poems written for this class! Workshop consists of five ninety-minute sessions. Workbook
included.
Registration: call the Hinsdale Center for the Arts at (630) 887-0203
SCHOOL OF THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO (Chicago, IL)
For more information on the classes below, visit the SAIC’s Continuing Studies website at http://www.saic.edu
/continuing_studies/ace/index.html.
1) Beginning Children’s Book Illustration
When: Tuesdays, February 8–April 12, 6:00–9:00 p.m.
Instructor: Laura Montenegro (http://www.lauranymanmontenegro.com)
2) Multi-Level Children’s Book Illustration
When: Thursdays, February 10–April 14, 6:00–9:00 p.m.
Instructor: Lisa Cinelli (http://www.lisacinelli.com)
Details: This multi-level course emphasizes the artist’s role in children’s picture book illustration. Students will focus on
the storytelling aspect in their illustrations, put together a picture book dummy, and experiment with a variety of
materials and techniques in black and white and full color.
COLLEGE OF DU PAGE (Glen Ellyn, IL)
What: Transforming Life Into Fiction
When: Saturday, February 26, 9:00 a.m.–3:00 p.m.
Instructor: Carmela Martino
Note: Please bring a sack lunch.
Details: This one-day workshop will introduce you to techniques for creating fiction based on your own life events or
those of others. Learn how to mine your past for story ideas and details that will bring your fiction to life. Find out how
published authors create composite characters from real people and turn anecdotes into stories that have a beginning,
middle, and end.
Course code: LEISR-0052-002
Cost: $69
More information: http://www.carmelamartino.com/events.htm
NEW TRIER WEST EXTENSION DIVISION (Northfield, IL)
What: The Nuts, Bolts and ABC’s of Writing for Kids
Session One: Mondays, February 28–May 9, 1:00–3:00 p.m. (no class March 28)
Session Two: Thursdays, March 3–May 12, 7:00–9:00 p.m. (no class March 31)
Instructor: Pamela Dell
Details: If you’ve ever imagined seeing your name on the cover of a children’s book, this course will take you several
steps further toward that goal. Through a combination of written exercises and weekly presentations on craft, students
will sharpen their skills in plot, characterization, dialogue, and other essential aspects of writing, and will receive
valuable feedback on their work. This class will also provide an in-depth look at the children’s publishing industry,
including information on what editors are looking for, how to find an agent, and how to properly format and submit
query letters, proposals, and manuscripts. The class will also provide extensive information on writers’ resources of all
kinds to help you navigate the “kidlit” industry. Whether you want to write picture books, young adult novels, or anything
in between, you’ll come away from this class with the increased understanding—and confidence—that lead to success!
Pamela Dell is the author of numerous children’s books, both fiction and nonfiction, and also writes the ongoing fiction
serial “Doodlebug & Dandelion” in Spider magazine.
Cost: $200 (seniors $160)
More information: http://www.newtrier.k12.il.us/page.aspx?id=6954
HINSDALE CENTER FOR THE ARTS (Hinsdale, IL)
What: Get Published in the Children’s Book & Magazine Markets
When: Wednesdays, March 2–March 30, l0:30 a.m.–Noon
Instructor: Heidi Bee Roemer
Details: Here’s a behind-the-scenes look at the many disciplines needed to be a writer. Students will evaluate their goals
and writing strengths. How to write, research, and submit manuscripts, plus information about copyrights, agents, and
marketing, will be covered. Workshop consists of four ninety-minute sessions. Includes a workbook, sample magazines,
guidelines, theme lists, and publishers’ catalogs.
Registration: call the Hinsdale Center for the Arts at (630) 887-0203
LEMONT PARK DISTRICT (Lemont, IL)
What: ABC’s of Writing Children’s Poetry (#600607-A)
When: Saturdays, March 5–April 2, Noon–l:30 p.m.

and writing strengths. How to write, research, and submit manuscripts, plus information about copyrights, agents, and
marketing, will be covered. Workshop consists of four ninety-minute sessions. Includes a workbook, sample magazines,
guidelines, theme lists, and publishers’ catalogs.
Registration: call the Hinsdale Center for the Arts at (630) 887-0203
LEMONT PARK DISTRICT (Lemont, IL)
What: ABC’s of Writing Children’s Poetry (#600607-A)
When: Saturdays, March 5–April 2, Noon–l:30 p.m.
Instructor: Heidi Bee Roemer
Cost: $125 for Lemont residents; $160 for non-residents
Details: If you want to write poetry for children, this class is for you! Tips, terms, and techniques are covered in this
workshop for beginner to intermediate poets. Students will learn about voice, meter, diverse poetry forms, and more.
With an eye on publication, students will recognize and write in a variety of styles. A high percentage of former students
have gone on to publish poems written for this class! Workshop consists of five ninety-minute sessions. Workbook
included.
More information: visit http://www.lemontparkdistrict.org or call (630) 257-6787
THE NEWBERRY LIBRARY (Chicago, IL)
What: Oh, the Possibilities: Writing For Children in Today’s Children’s Book World
When: Saturday, March 12, 9:30 a.m.–4:00 p.m.
Instructor: Esther Hershenhorn
Details: Eager to write that children’s book you’ve dreamed of writing? Anxious to learn what to do once you write it?
This workshop introduces newcomers to today’s world of children’s book publishing—the markets, the genres, the
formats and audience niches—and recommends a few Rules of the Road and tried-and-true Short Cuts to make
navigating that world easier. Participants will have the opportunity to share a work-in-progress in order to see its
possibilities in today’s publishing world. Esther Hershenhorn authors picture books and middle-grade fi ction, coaches
children’s book writers, and serves on the Board of Advisors of The Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators.
Note: Please bring a bagged lunch, as the class will continue to meet during the lunch hour.
More information: http://www.newberry.org/programs/seminars.html
COLLEGE OF DU PAGE (Glen Ellyn, IL)
What: Fundamentals Of Writing For Children and Teens
When: Thursdays, April 7–28, 7:00–9:00 p.m.
Instructor: Carmela Martino
Details: In this new class, Carmela will present the building blocks of writing for children and teens. Whether you’re
writing picture books or a young adult novel, this course will show you how to construct characters, plots, and settings
that will engage young readers. You’ll also practice selecting the point of view and voice that best fi ts both your story
and audience.
Course code: LEISR-0052-001
Cost: $69
More information: http://www.carmelamartino.com/events.htm
HINSDALE CENTER FOR THE ARTS (Hinsdale, IL)
What: Critique Workshop
When: Wednesdays, April 13–May 11, 10:30 a.m.–Noon
Instructor: Heidi Bee Roemer
Details: Has your fiction hit a snag? Does your poetry fizzle instead of sizzle? Do your personal essays need more
oomph? Joining a critique group is one of the best things a serious writer can do to stay motivated, keep focused, get
feedback, and find encouragement. You will learn “critique etiquette,” the revision process, and how to find or start a
local group. Whether your intended audience is adults or children, your writing will get constructive feedback. Workshop
consists of four ninety-minute sessions and a workbook.
Registration: call the Hinsdale Center for the Arts at (630) 887-0203
MAYSLAKE PEABODY ESTATE (Oak Brook, IL)
What: Craft & Critique: Writing Workshop for Children’s/Young Adult Writers
When: Tuesdays, May 3–June 21, 7:00–9:30 p.m. (no class 5/31)
Instructor: Carmela Martino
Note: Class is limited to ten students, so register early. Also, attendance on May 3 is mandatory.
Details: By student request, this class has been expanded to seven weeks. In this workshop, Carmela will help students
hone their writing and revision skills via lectures and readings. Students will also receive a critique of their own work
while learning how to critically study the work of other writers in a friendly, supportive environment. You must bring
copies of your manuscript—picture book, short story, nonfiction piece, or novel excerpt—to the first class. Also, if you
are new to the class, you must e-mail Carmela (carmela@carmelamartino.com) before enrolling.
Cost: $165 ($155 for returning students)
More information: http://www.carmelamartino.com/events.htm
THE RAGDALE FOUNDATION (Lake Forest, IL)
• Visit http://www.ragdale.org/calendar to explore the programs at Ragdale this spring.
• Visit http://www.ragdale.org/residency to learn how to apply for a residency at Ragdale.

***DISTANCE AND ONLINE LEARNING***
POETRY WRITING CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
What: The ABC’s of Children’s Poetry Correspondence Course
When and where: at your convenience, in your own home
Instructor: Heidi Bee Roemer
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***DISTANCE AND ONLINE LEARNING***
POETRY WRITING CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
What: The ABC’s of Children’s Poetry Correspondence Course
When and where: at your convenience, in your own home
Instructor: Heidi Bee Roemer
Details: Do you want professional feedback on your story-in-rhyme, poetry collection, picture book, or nonfiction? Heidi
Bee Roemer—instructor for the Institute of Children’s Literature, and author of three poetry books and more than 400
magazine sales—teaches students how to write poetry for children with an eye on publication. Learn how to write a
variety of poetry forms, basic meters, rhyme schemes, devices of sound, and more. Poetry assignments are exchanged
via e-mail. Detailed critiques offered. Includes instruction on how to find and target poetry publishers. Materials you
receive: 60-page ABC workbook, Poetry Place booklet, five CDs, sample magazines, and market newsletters.
Cost: $195 (includes shipping)
More information: Please contact Heidi at HRoemer@hotmail.com.
E-MAIL POETRY COURSE
What: Beyond Jack and Jill: A Study in Children’s Poetry
Instructor: Kim Hutmacher
Details: This four-week course covers rhyme, meter, and scansion. Students will read a variety of poetry and gain an
understanding of poetry forms and the tools poets use in creating their works. Students will read at least two children’s
poetry collections per week. They will submit two of their own poems for critique each week. Instructor will share
children’s poetry market information with students. The class is designed for four weeks, but if more time is needed, it
will be okay.
Cost: $100
More information or to register: Please contact Kim Hutmacher at kiddos@warpnet.net.
INSTITUTE OF CHILDREN’S LITERATURE (ICL)
• correspondence courses, articles, tips, and chat room discussions
• http://www.institutechildrenslit.com
WRITER’S DIGEST ONLINE WORKSHOPS
Writer’s Digest offers three courses for children’s writers: Fundamentals of Writing For Children, Focus on Writing Fiction
For Children, and Focus on Writing Nonfiction for Children. For more information, visit
http://www.writersonlineworkshops.com.

***SCBWI REGIONAL CONFERENCES***
SCBWI-NORTHERN OHIO
1) Middle Grades and Young Adult Speaker Event
When: February 19
More information: http://www.nohscbwi.org
2) Illustrator Event
When: March 12
More information: http://www.nohscbwi.org
SCBWI-IOWA (Bettendorf, IA)
What: Annual Conference
When: April 1–April 3
Details: speakers include Lin Oliver (author and SCBWI Executive Director), Gary D. Schmidt (author), Candace Fleming
(author), Eric Rohmann (illustrator), Mary Rockcastle (dean of Hamline’s MFAC program), Stephen Fraser (agent at
Jennifer DeChiara), Alli Brydon (editor at Sterling), Michelle Bayuk (marketing director at Albert Whitman), and Wendy
Delsol (author)
More information: http://www.scbwi-iowa.org
SCBWI-WISCONSIN (Oconomowoc, WI)
What: Spring Luncheon
When: April 9
More information: http://www.scbwi-wi.com
SCBWI-CENTRAL & SOUTHERN OHIO (Columbus, OH)
What: 3rd Annual Scarlet & Gray Conference
When: April 16
Details: keynote speaker is Mandy Hubbard (author and literary agent)
More information: http://www.coscbwi.org
SCBWI-INDIANA (Indianapolis, IN)
What: Annual Indiana SCBWI Conference
When: April 29–May 1
Details: Open mic, portfolio viewing, sessions on craft and business aspects of writing/illustrating, manuscript/portfolio
critiques, and writing/illustrating intensives for a limited number of attendees
More information: http://www.indianascbwi.com

***LEARNING OUTSIDE ILLINOIS***

When: April 29–May 1
Details: Open mic, portfolio viewing, sessions on craft and business aspects of writing/illustrating, manuscript/portfolio
critiques, and writing/illustrating intensives for a limited number of attendees
More information: http://www.indianascbwi.com

***LEARNING OUTSIDE ILLINOIS***
2010–2011 HIGHLIGHTS FOUNDATION WORKSHOPS
*Visit http://highlightsfoundation.org for information on all workshops.*
1) The following 2010 Founders Workshops are held near Honesdale, PA. Visit the website for workshops beyond May 8,
2011.
• March 6–9: Plotting Your Novel (Leader: Stephen Roxburgh)
• March 10–13: How to Revise on Your Own and with Other Writers (Leader: Harold Underdown)
• March 15–20: Life in the Spotlight: Author Opportunities After Publication (Leader: Peter Jacobi)
• April 7–10: Writing Novels for Middle-Graders (Leader: Rich Wallace)
• April 14–17: Nonfiction Storytelling (Leaders: Barbara Kerley, Kim T. Griswell)
• May 1–8: Whole Novel for Fantasy (Leaders: Laura Ruby, Anne Ursu)
2) The 27th Annual Writers Workshop at Chautauqua, NY, will be July 16–23, 2011.
VERMONT COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS (Montpelier, VT)
• low-residency MFA in Writing for Children & Young Adults
• eleven-day residencies in January and July
• http://www.vermontcollege.edu/mfawc
SPALDING UNIVERSITY (Louisville, KY)
• low-residency MFA in Writing with a concentration in writing for children & young adults
• ten-day residencies in May and (usually) November
• http://www.spalding.edu/content.aspx?id=1912&cid=2376
LESLEY UNIVERSITY (Cambridge, MA)
• low-residency MFA in Creative Writing with a concentration in writing for young people
• ten-day residencies in January and June
• http://www.lesley.edu/gsass/creative_writing
HAMLINE UNIVERSITY (Saint Paul, MN)
• low-residency MFA in Writing for Children and Young Adults
• eleven-day residencies in January and July
• http://www.hamline.edu/gls/academics/degree_programs/mfa_cl

June Sengpiehl lives in Oak Park with her husband, Paul. She writes poetry, articles, picture books, and chapter books.
Her e-mail is jsseng629@yahoo.com.
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A Writer’s Winter Wonderland of News
Compiled by Michelle Sussman

***EVENTS***
ALA BOOKLIST & BOOK LINKS EDITORS REVUE 2011
What: Booklist’s Editors’ Choice and Book Links’ Lasting Connections
When: Saturday, January 22, 1:00–3:00 p.m.
Where: National-Louis University North Shore Campus, 5202 Old Orchard Road (North Tower), Skokie.
Details: Special Guests include Laura Tillotson (editorial director at Booklist and editor at Book Links), Ilene
Cooper (children’s books editor at Booklist), and Daniel Kraus (associate editor at Booklist). RSVP with expected number
of attendees to CTCB@nl.edu.
ANDERSON’S BOOKSHOP
Information is subject to change; some events require tickets. For more information on these and other upcoming
events, visit http://www.andersonsbookshop.com/events.php, or call (630) 355-2665 for AB Naperville or (630)
963-2665 for AB Downers Grove.
January 14: Wendelin Van Draanen, author of The Running Dream, 7:00 p.m., AB Naperville.
January 16: The Not for Kids Only Book Club (for adults who like to read books for children and teens) will be
discussing James Kennedy’s The Order of Odd-Fish, 2:00 p.m., AB Naperville.
January 22: Steven Layne, author of the YA Paradise Lost, 10:00 a.m., AB Naperville
January 25: Heidi Durrow, author of The Girl Who Fell from the Sky, 7:00 p.m., AB Naperville.
February 3: David Whitley, author of The Children of the Lost, 7:00 p.m., AB Naperville.
February 10: Kristin O’Donnell Tubb, author of Selling Hope, 7:00 p.m., AB Naperville.
February 23: Gennifer Choldenko, author of No Passengers Beyond This Point, 7:00 p.m., AB Naperville.
March 18: Dark Days of Winter Tour, featuring Claudia Gray (Afterlife), Kimberly Derting (Desires of the Dead), and
Courtney Moulton (Angelfire), 7:00 p.m. Tickets available with purchase of one of the authors’ new books from AB
Naperville.
March 21: Lois Lowry, author of Bless This Mouse, 7:00 p.m., AB Naperville.
April 28: Ben Hatke, author of Zita the Spacegirl, 7:00 p.m., AB Naperville.
9th ANNUAL CHILDREN’S LITERATURE BREAKFAST
What: Guest authors, breakfast, and more!
When: Saturday, February 19
Where: Glen Ellyn’s Abbington Distinctive Banquets
Details: Advance registration and $49 fee required.
More information: Check Anderson’s website, http://www.andersonsbookshop.com, or call Anderson’s at (800)
728-0708.
NAPERVILLE READS
What: Celebration of reading, sponsored by Anderson’s Bookshop, Naperville Public Library, Naperville School District
203, and Indian Prairie School District 204.
When: March 14–16
Details: Featuring Jon Scieszka and others.
More information: http://www.napervillereads.org as it becomes available

***AWARDS***
NATIONAL BOOK AWARDS
The 2010 winner of the National Book Foundation’s National Book Award for Young People’s Literature is:
Kathryn Erskine (Mockingbird)
The finalists are:
Paolo Bacigalupi (Ship Breaker)
Laura McNeal (Dark Water)
Walter Dean Myers (Lockdown)
Rita Williams-Garcia (One Crazy Summer)
More information: http://www.nationalbook.org/nba2010.html
YALSA (YOUNG ADULT LIBRARY SERVICES ASSOCIATION) 2010 TEENS’ TOP TEN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Catching Fire, by Suzanne Collins
City of Glass, by Cassandra Clare
Heist Society, by Ally Carter
Shiver, by Maggie Stiefvater
Hush, Hush, by Becca Fitzpatrick
Beautiful Creatures, by Kami Garcia and Margaret Stohl
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Catching Fire, by Suzanne Collins
City of Glass, by Cassandra Clare
Heist Society, by Ally Carter
Shiver, by Maggie Stiefvater
Hush, Hush, by Becca Fitzpatrick
Beautiful Creatures, by Kami Garcia and Margaret Stohl
Along for the Ride, by Sarah Dessen
If I Stay, by Gayle Forman
Fire, by Kristin Cashore
Wintergirls, by Laurie Halse Anderson

More information: http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/yalsa/teenreading/teenstopten/teenstopten.cfm

***2011 SCBWI MEMBER GRANTS***
Need financial help to complete your current project? Look no further. Note: Applicants may only apply to one SCBWI
grant per calendar year.
WORK-IN-PROGRESS GRANTS
• Four grants are available: General Work-in-Progress Grant, Grant for a Contemporary Novel for Young People,
Nonfiction Research Grant, and Grant for a Work Whose Author Has Never Had a Book Published.
• Applicants may apply only for one of the first three grants; the fourth will be chosen from all eligible entries in the
other categories.
• Each category has a winner, receiving $1500, and a runner-up, receiving $500.
• Applications must be postmarked no earlier than February 15 and received by March 15.
• Visit http://www.scbwi.org/Pages.aspx/WIP-Grant for more information.
BARBARA KARLIN GRANT
• Aspiring picture book writers, unpublished and not under contract, can apply for this grant.
• The winner receives $1500, and a runner-up receives $500.
• Entries must be postmarked no early than February 15 and received no later than March 15.
• Visit http://www.scbwi.org/Pages.aspx/Barbara-Karlin-Grant for more information.
DON FREEMAN MEMORIAL GRANT-IN-AID
• Established for picture book artists who wish to continue their training and advance their skills.
• One grant of $2000 is awarded to the winner, with a runner-up receiving $500.
• Applications must be postmarked no earlier than January 2 and received by February 2.
• Visit http://www.scbwi.org/Pages.aspx/Don-Freeman-Grant for more information.

***CONFERENCES***
SCBWI 2011 WINTER CONFERENCE
When: January 28–30 (optional intensives on January 28)
Where: Grand Hyatt in New York City
Regular Registration (after January 1):
• $375—SCBWI Members
• $415—Nonmembers
Optional Pre-Conference Intensives (January 28):
• Open to full-time conference attendees for the following additional fees:
• $200—Illustrators Intensive
• $225—Writers Intensive (Note: This option is already full. You may register and be added to the waiting list.)
More information: http://www.scbwi.org/Conference.aspx?Con=7
NIU 31ST ANNUAL CHILDREN’S LITERATURE CONFERENCE
What: Literature 3.1: The Book & Beyond
When: March 11, 8:00 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
Where: Northern Illinois University in DeKalb
Cost: Attend for $125 (early bird registration before February 12) or $135. NIU Alumni rate is $115 early bird, or $125
after February 12. Includes breakfast, lunch, and all sessions.
Details: Hear the announcement of the Rebecca Caudill and Monarch Award winners. Speakers include Laurie Halse
Anderson, Jon Scieszka, and many more!
More information or to register: http://www.cedu.niu.edu/oep/conferences/childrenslit/index.html
2011 IRC (ILLINOIS READING COUNCIL) CONFERENCE
When: March 17–19
Where: Springfield
Cost: $175 for IRC members, $250 for nonmembers. Discounted rates for IRC retirees, pre-service teachers, and early
registration (before February 1).
Details: Join dozens of authors, including Jane Yolen, M. T. Anderson, and Marc Brown, for the weekend as they
celebrate the theme “Literacy Outside the Box!”
More information: http://www.illinoisreadingcouncil.org/conference.html

2011 IRC (ILLINOIS READING COUNCIL) CONFERENCE
When: March 17–19
Where: Springfield
Cost: $175 for IRC members, $250 for nonmembers. Discounted rates for IRC retirees, pre-service teachers, and early
registration (before February 1).
Details: Join dozens of authors, including Jane Yolen, M. T. Anderson, and Marc Brown, for the weekend as they
celebrate the theme “Literacy Outside the Box!”
More information: http://www.illinoisreadingcouncil.org/conference.html

***BLOGS AND WEBSITES OF INTEREST***
http://kidlit.com (agent Mary Kole)
http://gailcarsonlevine.blogspot.com (author Gail Carson Levine)
http://madwomanintheforest.com (author Laurie Halse Anderson)
http://kidlitcon2010.blogspot.com (Kidlit Con 2010)

A freelance parenting writer since 2004, Michelle Sussman is also hard at work on a YA fantasy novel. She’s a
stay-at-home mom in the Chicago burbs and a PTA board member. She has no free time, never sleeps, and is fluent in
two languages, English and Sarcasm. Knock on the front door to her world at her website,
http://www.michellesussman.com, or on Twitter at http://www.twitter.com/michellesussman.

Comments are closed.
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January 2011: Creating a Personal Strategic Marketing Plan

Creating a Personal Strategic Marketing Plan

This is a facilitated workshop/panel/networking day
in which you will create a personal strategic plan for marketing your books and
career.
Are you writing books to promote yourself or sell a concept? Do you want your children’s book writing to be your life’s
work or to complement other activities? You will leave this workshop with the foundation for an author’s (or illustrator’s)
strategic marketing plan. You will participate in a practical, hands-on program where you will establish personal goals
for your writing, set strategic objectives, and identify and determine the best tactics to achieve them. You will learn from
professionals, hear the experiences of peers, and have time to focus on your personal strategic marketing plan. Because
you will be focused, we guarantee that you will leave with a to-do list to achieve your objectives that allows you more
time to write.
Our facilitator:
Mary Longe: Mary knows marketing, writing, publishing, and authors. She’s authored five books, including one on
programs for children and another for 4-H leaders on working with children. Over seventeen years, she founded
and led a business that designed specialty libraries—most for hospitals, but also a few for child-care centers and
other employers. Her day job, at the American Hospital Association, entails managing the marketing of innovative
products to hospitals. In doing so, she is the editor of the AHA Solutions’ Patient Flow eNewsletter, producer of
seven to nine webinars each year, author of the recently published 2010 Patient Flow Challenges Assessment, and
manager of the LinkedIn group Hospital Patient Flow, which has several hundred members. Her experience in
writing, running a successful business, and marketing brings her to understanding—and now sharing—her
insights in creating a personal marketing plan.
Our panel:
Nancy Berman: publicist with Nancy Berman Public Relations
Marlene Brill: author, most recently, of Annie Shapiro and the Clothing Worker Strike
(http://www.marlenetargbrill.com)
Carolyn Crimi: author of numerous picture books, including Henry and The Buccaneer Bunnies and Henry and the
Crazed Chicken Pirates (http://www.carolyncrimi.com)
James Kennedy: author of The Order of the Odd Fish (http://jameskennedy.com)
By the end of the workshop, you will:
Create a strategic marketing plan for yourself and your publication(s)
Learn the results and resources of promotional tactics that work for other authors who sell themselves or their
books
Leave with a to-do list of concrete tasks to achieve your marketing objectives
This workshop is intended for published writers and illustrators (magazines and self-publishing count for our purposes,
so it is not restricted to P.A.L. members) who would like to develop a personal strategy for marketing themselves and
their books.
When: January 15, 9:00 a.m.–12:30 p.m. (don’t be late—you won’t want to miss any of this!)
Where: First United Methodist Church (at Clark & Washington Streets, across from Daley Plaza; subsidized parking
available in the lot at 172 W. Madison—ask security at FUMC for a discount card)
Who: SCBWI members who are published or under contract—this program will be limited to the first 40 people who RSVP
to salwolf@comcast.net. Space is going fast. Sallie will keep a waiting list and reconfirm with people the week before
the event.
Cost: $10, paid at the door
Other Details:
Bring an extension cord if you wish to take notes on your computer.
If your last name begins with M–Z, please bring a breakfast treat to share (about 4–6 servings). Juice, coffee, and
tea will be provided.
RSVP to Sallie Wolf at salwolf@comcast.net.
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Lisa Wheeler Picture Book Boot Camp: February 2011
Does your fiction feel flabby?
Are your sentences sagging?
Does your happily-ever-after seem long-ago-and-far-away?
If so, it’s time to pump up those pages and exercise your editing power!
Award-winning children’s author Lisa Wheeler will help you strengthen your picture book writing.
You’ll learn to:
Trim the fat!
Cut unnecessary word-calories!
Add muscle to your manuscripts!

When: February 25–27, 2011
• Friday 7–9 p.m.: When Words and Pictures Meet: a hands-on workshop with sisters Robin Luebs
(author/illustrator) and Deborah Ruddell (author)
• Saturday 9 a.m.–Sunday noon: Lisa Wheeler’s Picture Book Boot Camp

Where: Hawthorn Suites Hotel, 101 Trade Center Drive, Champaign, IL 61820; (217) 398-3400
Price: $225 for SCBWI members, $240 for non-members. It includes:
• When Words and Pictures Meet workshop and Picture Book Boot Camp
• Written manuscript critique by Lisa Wheeler
• All meals from Saturday breakfast through Sunday lunch
• Placement in a manuscript exchange group (MEG) for peer feedback during program

NOTE:
• The price does not include lodging. These group rates are available at the Hawthorn Suites: king suite with pullout
couch ($94.99), double suite with two double beds and a pullout couch ($99.99). For Hawthorn Suites details, visit
http://www.hawthorn.com/Hawthorn/control/Booking/property_info?propertyId=30805.
• Free in-town hosting is also available with local SCBWI members upon request.
• Only 40 slots are available.
• The registration deadline is January 12. The registration form is available at http://www.scbwi-illinois.org.
• Contact Sara Latta with questions at saralatta@sbcglobal.net.
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Spring Thaw: The Publishing Scene with Arthur Levine
Mark your calendars now and do everything in your power to SAVE THE DATE!

SPRING THAW
Saturday, April 16, 2011
10:00 a.m.–3:00 p.m.
National-Louis University’s North Shore Campus in Skokie
After a long winter of manuscript hibernation, nothing could be better than melting the ice with Scholastic’s winsome
editor Arthur Levine. Our info-packed day will help you set your scene in the industry.
Mr. Levine will be sharing insights on:
Honing your manuscript
Increasing manuscript marketability
Launching your work in an ever-changing marketplace
And, for the early birds…an opportunity for First Pages with Mr. Levine!
Mr. Levine is an accomplished editor and author of award-winning books for young people. He has worked as an editor
at Dial, Putnam, and Alfred A. Knopf Books for Young Readers. Currently, he is the vice president at Scholastic and
publisher of his own imprint, Arthur A. Levine Books.
Mr. Levine has edited many successful books for children, including When She Was Good, by Norma Fox Mazer; A Hive
for The Honeybee, by Soinbhe Lally; and two Caldecott winning books, Peggy Rathmann’s Officer Buckle and Gloria, and
Emily McCully’s Mirette on the High Wire. Levine is perhaps most recognized as the American editor of the Harry Potter
series, by J. K. Rowling. Levine credits his success as an editor to his unique firsthand knowledge of the writing process.
He has authored several picture books, including All The Lights in the Night, Bono and Nonno, The Boardwalk Princess,
and Pearl Moscowitz’s Last Stand.
The cost for the day, including a delicious box lunch from Elliot’s, is $45. Seating is limited, so register early.
Watch for registration details on the SCBWI-Illinois website and listserv soon.
We look forward to seeing you at the SCBWI-Illinois Spring Thaw…where ideas are sure to bloom!
Questions regarding this event may be directed to Lori and Meg (ldegman@aol.com, megfleminglentz@gmail.com).
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Don’t Start in the Middle
By M. Molly Backes

In medias res. You’ve heard it a thousand times from a thousand different teachers and writers. It’s right up there with
“Write What You Know” and “Show, Don’t Tell” on the list of Writer’s Commandments (along with “Thou Shalt Not Spend
Too Much Time on Facebook” and “Thou Probably Shouldn’t Try to Give Up Coffee While Revising a Manuscript”). We’ve
been trained to skip the musty, old, slow beginnings, ab ovo, because they smack of dowdy, dusty novels slowly shifting
their bustles and shuffling into place. Plus, slow beginnings are boring, and if there’s one thing kids hate, it’s the
B-word.
Take To Kill a Mockingbird. When my eighth graders read it, I had to beg them to hang in there through the first seven
pages of Harper Lee’s luxurious exposition. “People moved slowly then,” she says. Apparently people wrote slowly too,
because she takes seven long pages to tell us everything she can think of about the Finch family and their hometown:
the history of the Finches going back to Andrew Jackson; how the Finches first came to Finch’s Landing; and Atticus’s
familial, educational, professional, and marital history.
Finally, toward the bottom of page seven, Dill Harris shows up, and the story picks itself up, shakes its head, and starts
in earnest.
Don’t get me wrong: As an adult, I adore those first seven pages. I love the sly humor, the keen observations, and yes,
the slow pace. But when I was a teenager? BO-ring! And every time I’ve read the book with a group of kids? The second
Dill appears in the collard patch, you want to stand up and cheer. Hallelujah, the story has arrived!
Can you imagine what an agent would do with the first ten pages of To Kill a Mockingbird today? If she managed to read
all the way through, it would be, “Everything from the third paragraph on the first page through the beginning of the last
paragraph on page seven—cut it.”
Today, we’d never dream of starting that slowly. We’ve been trained to throw the reader headfirst into battle on page
one, to smack him into combat with our Batman action words. BAM! POW! KERSPLOOSH! Right into the story!
After all, kids these days have short attention spans, right? We have to grab them by the collar and keep them glued to
the page, right? We have to compete with the thrilling action of films and video games, don’t we? If we don’t catch them
right away, we’ll never keep them!
Well…maybe.
The problem is, so often when we’re throwing the reader headfirst into action, it doesn’t mean anything because the
reader has no idea what’s going on, what’s at stake for whom, who she should be rooting for, or why she should care at
all. The action, no matter how fast paced and thrilling, won’t really grip the reader until she knows what the action
means to the emotional futures of the characters. The reader needs to be taught how to follow this action, and why.
Last spring, StoryStudio Chicago was lucky to have Mark Baechtel, author of Shaping the Story: A Step-by-Step Guide to
Writing Short Fiction, teach a master class while he was in town. Mark was my first fiction teacher and has long been a
good friend of mine. I sat in on his class more for the pleasure of hearing him lecture than for the possibility of, you
know, actually learning. But he said something that really struck me, and I’ve been mulling it over ever since: the reason
Anna Karenina is 800-plus pages, Mark said, is that we need all 800 of those pages to help us understand Anna’s final
gesture. The entire purpose of that giant novel is to help the reader fully inhabit the moment when Anna throws herself
in front of the train.
Without the rest of the novel, Anna’s death would just be a woman in front of a train. An accident, perhaps, or a sad
story in the news, the kind we hear in passing and forget within minutes. With the novel behind it, however, Anna’s final
act is an unforgettable tragedy, one which we fully embody because we understand the context and know the emotional
stakes.
I’m not suggesting you need to set up 800 pages of exposition before your protagonist decides to steal a cookie, cheat
on a math test, or sneak out of the house. But recently I’ve heard myself telling my students the same thing over and
over: Slow down. Back up. Explore the scene right before this. How did we get here? What’s going on? What happens if
this moment is successful? What happens if it’s not? What does the protagonist hope the outcome will be? What does she
fear?
If you’re struggling with the beginning of your story, try backing up a few scenes. Show us the morning before
everything fell apart. Show us a few moments of your character’s normal life so we can appreciate just how weird it’s
about to get. Show us what’s at stake before the battle begins. Take a breath. Pan the camera around. Let us know your
protagonist before she loses everything. Help us to fully inhabit the moment before it happens.
Then, when you throw us headfirst into the action, we’ll stand up and cheer.

M. Molly Backes is the assistant director of StoryStudio Chicago, a center for writing and the related arts. Her novel The
Princesses of Iowa is forthcoming from Candlewick Press.
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Critique Group: Cure for the Common Goal
By Meg Fleming Lentz
My goals sit on my desk like a giant paperweight. Heavy and dense. Taunting me with reminders of what I haven’t done.
The main goal, you know the one—starts with a P and ends in “ublication”—is a boulder of a goal.
Being trapped beneath an “ublication,” or anything else for that matter, is not fun. When we over-focus on the massive
goal, we risk losing sight of the ultimate purpose of our project: a great story, a powerful message, a funky perspective,
or simply a good laugh. It is extremely difficult to realize an emotional creation under the expectation that it is not a
success unless it is published.
This is exactly why I need my critique group! Strategically injected perspective goes a long way when I feel trapped by
the big picture.
And so, I bring my waterlogged goal—the 800-pound “ublication” in the room—to my critique group, and my fellow
writers help me find space within it. They help me realize that it isn’t one goal. It is a thousand goals, neatly wrapped in
one four-syllable aspiration: Publication.
Over time, that single goal becomes a familiar list of tasks:
Embrace Idea
Complete Manuscript
Revise
Start Blog
Maintain Blog
Revise
Create Platform
Write Daily
Revise
Say No to Things
Query an Agent
Revise
Rewrite Query
Query an Editor
Revise
Attend Conference
Make Contacts
Revise
Buy Contact Solution (oh wait…wrong list)
My critique group helps simplify the goal, dividing it into steps. Between the feedback,
laughter, and sincerity, space is made and the overall heft is lifted. The goal becomes light,
airy, and Possible—with a capital P, the perfect beginning for future “ublications.”
And so, with thanks, I tip my hat to everyone who has critiqued and questioned my work
this past year. Surely, it would not be the same without you. And I encourage anyone who is
not in a critique group to Carpe diem! and join one.
Looking for a critique group? I am positive that there are numerous talented writers and
illustrators close by who would love to get together and grow with you. Don’t be shy! Check
out the following website for more info: http://www.scbwi-illinois.org
/CritiqueGroups.html.

Meg Fleming Lentz writes picture books, YA, and poetry. She is a freelance writer/singer,
and she facilitates workshops on writing and creative expression. Meg has three kids and
one husband. She can be reached at megfleminglentz@gmail.com.
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Getting to Know the Business and Busyness of Children’s Book Publishing
By Lisa Cinelli
In my quest to stay connected and educated about the world of
children’s books, I travel near and far to attend workshops and
conferences focused on the crafts of writing and illustrating, as well as
the business of getting published. Each conference brings a new set of
revelations. Depending on where I am in my writing and illustrating
life, I try to distill and decipher the information to take back to the
studio and back to the classroom.
Three Valuable Conferences
This past summer, I experienced three very different conferences and
classes. The first was Teaching Multiple Literacies Through Children’s
Books, led by Junko Yokota at National-Louis University in Skokie. I
learned new ways to approach research and gather information from
the Internet, the media, and children’s books. I was thrilled to get my
Library of Congress reader’s card in Washington, D.C., after hearing
Candace Fleming speak in this class about the research she does for her biographies.
The second experience was a five-day conference led by Linda Zuckerman in Portland, Oregon, focused on the craft of
writing and illustrating children’s books. I attended as a writer and workshopped manuscripts with Ann Whitford Paul,
wrote constantly, and worked out picture book dummies with Marla Frazee.
The third event was the Business of Children’s Publishing conference organized by John Stewig at Carthage College in
Kenosha, Wisconsin. I was delighted that the faculty lineup for this two-day event pulled professionals from all avenues
of publishing to address industry changes, technology, what’s new, who’s where, what’s been bought and sold, what
editors are looking for, and what changes mean for particular publishing houses. When I contribute to a conference as an
organizer or speaker, the details of keeping these events running smoothly get in the way of really listening to other
speakers. As a participant at Carthage, however, I took copious notes.
Editor Wesley Adams, from Farrar, Straus and Giroux, made an impression when
he calmly stated, “Sixteen thousand books were published last year. Fifteen
thousand were a misguided use of books, ink and paper.” A few years ago, five
thousand books were published per year. Who is now publishing enough titles to
represent the dramatic change? Who is buying those books? What is the range of
tie-ins to movies and TV shows, and what additional consumer goods are tied
into the books? As a teacher of children’s book illustration at the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago, I want my students to know the differences between
publishing houses and the range of quality in books.
Other intriguing numbers are that FSG, with a newly revamped staff of twenty
editors, publishes 300 books a year. At a previous conference, an editor from a
publisher that creates 250 books a year reported receiving fifty thousand
submissions a year. These numbers suggest that authors and illustrators are not
doing their homework to target the right publishers for their books. They are
fl ooding publishers with unsolicited e-mails. Publishing houses don’t have
enough manpower to deal with those numbers. No wonder many publishing
houses no longer accept unsolicited manuscripts.
Adams also spoke of the “unique power in the reading experience” of a child. A
child is “more willing to open themselves up,” he said, while also calling children the “toughest of crowds.” What
resonated with me during his talk were the visual descriptions about the kind of books he is looking for. Adams wants to
create books that “are smart and funny…dance between words and pictures…appear seamless and effortless…respect
and fear the reader…understand the relationship between the book and the child…and include humor.” He’s looking for
manuscripts that make him laugh and catch his attention.

Other highlights included author/illustrator Kevin Luthardt’s references to technology in connection with children’s book
illustration. Although this surprised some attendees around me, it revealed that illustrators must work with computers to
stay connected. Computers are only tools, not threats. An illustrator does not need to create digital art—and many,
including Kevin Luthardt, do not—but in today’s digital world, an illustrator still needs to know how to work with
Photoshop, scan and send an image, work with a JPEG, etc. Illustrators without computers are at risk of limiting their
access to the publishing world.
Throughout the day, the lineup of speakers illustrated the teamwork, expense, and collaboration that go into making a
children’s book. This is a reality check for writers new to the field, who are sometimes shocked that their stories will
leave their computers and their imaginations to be manipulated through meetings, editorial revisions, design
discussions, marketing and promotional meetings, etc. Authors starting out sometimes are reluctant to let go of their
stories when they are presented with editorial revisions or suggestions. Hearing seasoned professionals discuss the
process of creating children’s books reminds us to keep the focus not on ourselves, but on how best to serve the
audience—the child, a young reader.
Lessons Learned from Many Conferences
Registering for a conference is only the first step in getting ready to attend.
Because the person sitting next to you in the audience might be interested in
your work and have a professional connection for you, preparing means
updating websites and printing out newly designed postcards. If the event
includes a manuscript critique or portfolio review, extra attention and time is
given to fine-tune the materials and meet the deadlines and requirements to
participate. As a teacher, I bring what I am working on in my studio into the
classroom. Thus, when I prepare for an event, students see the energy and
planning that goes into revamping a portfolio, reworking a manuscript and
picture book dummy, and finalizing manuscripts and illustrations for critiques.
Sometimes, attending conferences and workshops can teach us what not to do.
At the Carthage conference, an attendee inquired during a session if an art
director’s staff could complete the illustrations for her book because she could
not get past the fifth or so illustration. The same attendee had also thrust a
manuscript into the face of an editor. I’ve seen the panic of those who want so
desperately to get published but do not have a clue on how to go about getting
the work in shape before sending it out to the publishing world. Joining a
professional organization focused on children’s books is a start, and so is participation in workshops, critique groups,
and classes—not just for marketing purposes, but to work on craft.
Authors and illustrators also must read, read, read. It is rare for a book to spring from pen to page or from brush to
canvas without some knowledge of the world of children’s books or without revision. Writers new to the field may be
unaware of what’s being published or even of the basic structure of a book. Naively, they refuse to read or look at other
books. This is a problem I have had with my own students, and I see it all the time when I am critiquing picture book
dummies and manuscripts.
In his book The Wand in the Word: Conversations with Writers of Fantasy (Candlewick Press, 2006), Leonard S. Marcus
asks author Jane Yolen, “What do you tell children who want to write?” Jane Yolen’s answer is also relevant to adults who
want to write:

That first you have to be readers. Otherwise, you’re just going to repeat all of the stories that have
already been written. From reading you can also learn how stories are put together and how characters
grow and change. Then, once you are a reader, you have to write something every day. It’s a muscle
that has to be kept in working order. And finally, never let anyone tell you you’re not any good. You’re
always going to get some rejections, so you have to have inside of you a sense that what you are doing
is good and important.

I had no formal training as an illustrator when I started in the late 1970s, but Caroline Rubin
from the Children’s Reading Round Table, in Chicago, took me under wing, giving me articles
to write and illustrations to draw. I knew nothing about materials and techniques and traced
images from one paper to another using the light bulb from a desk lamp as my light source. I
joined writer’s groups, learned to ask questions, and continued to draw and write stories. And
of course, I’ve been to many conferences. At the end of them all, after all the papers are
written and turned in, after I have discussed the programs with my students, I know the most
important part of all is to get back into the writing and illustrating zone and into my
imagination to make the best books possible.

Lisa Cinelli is a painter, author/illustrator, and teaching artist. She teaches privately and has
taught children’s book illustration at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago since 1994.
More information is available at her website: http://www.lisacinelli.com.
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Put Some Magic into Your 2011 Reading List
By Kim Winters
If your writing resolutions include adding at least one craft book to your to-read list for
2011, consider Gail Carson Levine’s Writing Magic: Creating Stories that Fly.
I first discovered Writing Magic while visiting a Springfield area bookstore with my
daughters six years ago. After putting my oldest in charge and setting everyone up in a
nook with books, I ventured off for a book of my own.
The cover hooked me first with its fantastical, old-world style pen poised over a glowing,
amber-colored parchment. Then I noticed the title and author, and couldn’t help but
smile. Brilliant, I remember thinking. Brilliant title from a brilliant author.
Levine’s Newbery Honor book, Ella Enchanted, is a favorite at our house. My girls love
the story’s strong heroine, Ella, and love to hate her wacky, twisted stepmother and
sisters. I admire Levine’s world-building, character development, humor, and snappy
dialogue so much so that I analyzed the book for one of my Vermont College essays to
understand how she works her magic.
Of all the craft books on my writer’s bookshelf, Writing
Magic is the most dog eared. It’s targeted to teens, but
don’t let that fact dissuade you from giving the book a chance. Levine’s approach is
direct and honest. She inspires as well as teaches. Her tone is so conversational that you
can almost imagine her sitting next to you as you navigate the writing process, acting as
teacher, coach, mentor, and friend.
Discussion topics include: idea development; silencing the inner editor; details;
emotions; show, don’t tell; character development; dialogue; beginnings; middles;
revisions; writer’s block; and more.
Chapters are short and articulate. Teaching moments are abundant. Chapters conclude
with a writing prompt and Levine’s mantra, “Save what you wrote.”
Woven between the many threads of advice, you’ll find wisdom and plenty of Levine’s
humor. Case in point, here are the first three rules of her seven rules for writing (and for
using her book):
1.
2.
3.

The best way to write better is to write more.
The best way to write better is to write more.
The best way to write better is to write more.

To learn more about Levine and Writing Magic, visit http://www.gailcarsonlevine.com.

A graduate of the Vermont College MFA program in Writing for Children and Young Adults, Kim Winters leads writing
workshops for tweens and teens, and writes for Family Time magazine. She credits Gail Carson Levine’s book Writing
Magic with giving her the courage to develop her newest work-in-progress, In My Sister’s Shadow, a contemporary
middle-grade novel. Visit Kim at Kat’s Eye Journal (http://www.kimwinters.blogspot.com).
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How Two Middle-Grade Novels Integrate Picture Book Techniques
By Jodell Sadler
I started out thinking I’d write about YA this month, but then I read two middle-grade novels that I just had to write
about. They both represent a larger movement in children’s literature to incorporate literary devices common to picture
books into older genres.

Keeper, by Kathi Appelt, illustrated by August Hall (Simon & Schuster/Atheneum,
2010)
Keeper is a novel that screams, “This writer has reached her stride!” Appelt is fluent in
many genres and seamlessly incorporates the power of picture book writing into this
middle-grade title to heighten the reader’s experience.
A Kirkus starred review summarizes the story: “Since her mother swam away seven years
ago, ten-year-old Keeper has lived happily with Signe on a remote slice of Texas coast,
convinced that her mother’s a mermaid. Keeper’s waited all summer for the blue moon,
when Signe will make blue moon gumbo, their friend Dogie will propose to Signe and
their elderly neighbor’s night-blooming cereus will flower. But when she accidentally
spoils everything, Keeper sets out under the blue moon in a small boat, determined to
row across dangerous Gulf waters to find her mother.”
Appelt’s poetic flair arrives in e. e. cummings-like line breaks that flow down the page,
establishing that this author is fully in charge of her pen. When Keeper hears blue crabs
“talk” to her, she figures they are calling out to her because mer-blood runs through her
veins. The crabs want be rescued, and this action sets a whole awful day in motion. The pivotal point in the plot hinges
on very few words:

…the Russian mermaids, the rusalki, had green hair.
Hair.
It came in many colors.
Like red.
Red like boiled crabs.
Boiled crabs.
Boiled alive. (p. 26)

From this small transition, we feel this character’s emotional connection to the crabs and can guess what her next action
may be. Later, when Keeper maneuvers a string and a piece of bacon to rescue the crabs, the text applies other poetic
devices common to picture books. Appelt shows action using repetition and onomatopoeia:

She [Keeper] had to hurry.
Up the stairs she ran.
String.
Bacon.
Slowly, slowly, slowly.
Plop! Into the bowl.
String.
Bacon.
Slowly, slowly, slowly.
Plop! Into the bowl.
Then out the door, down the steps, across the yard, and down to the Cut. Hurry, hurry, hurry. Signe
would be back any minute. (p. 50)

Appelt uses onomatopoeia and consonance to help the reader feel more present to place and scene: “And with each
foray, splish, splash, more and more salty water sloshed onto the slippery floor” (p. 53).
When Appelt needs to slow the story to reveal the emotional impact, she often uses a detailed list to reveal events in
slow motion that happen simultaneously. It is an effective pacing tool that slows the reader enough to fully experience a
moment such as this:

Then what did Keeper hear, all at the same time?

When Appelt needs to slow the story to reveal the emotional impact, she often uses a detailed list to reveal events in
slow motion that happen simultaneously. It is an effective pacing tool that slows the reader enough to fully experience a
moment such as this:

Then what did Keeper hear, all at the same time?
1. The hiss of the roux as it slid down the outside of the pot and met the flame of the burner.
2. The thump of the jar of Petite Tartine Red Pepper Sauce as it fell out of Signe’s hand and onto the
fl oor.
3. Signe’s voice shouting, “KEEPER!” so loud that BD [the dog, a.k.a. Best Dog] whined and pushed
his head between his paws. (p. 57)

Appelt also uses the power of threes and parallel structuring at the sentence level to enhance her writing:

He [BD] was worried about Keeper. He could tell she wasn’t happy.
He was worried about the dark. He did not like the dark.
He was worried about being in the boat this late at night when they should be sound asleep in
Keeper’s room just down the hall from Signe’s room.
Worry. It was worse than sand fleas. (pp. 30–31)

Just as art is critical to picture books, we cannot look at the middle-grade Keeper without
commenting on the art by August Hall. Like the text, the illustrations leave room for the
reader’s imagination—the spot illustrations share just enough to draw the reader in. The
illustration on page 14 shows mostly sea, with the upper corner revealing part of Keeper’s
head and her hand dipping into the water. The illustration on page 18 shows the main
character’s long hair and back while working to free crabs. The illustration on page 93 shows
Keeper from the neck down, kneeling in the sand next to a sand castle, playing with
mer-creatures carved from wood. All of these share only what is necessary to further the
text. And Hall’s pencil renderings are filled with emotional overtones, created using a
wonderful array ranging from soft gray to black.
There is much to appreciate in this work in addition to the literary qualities drawn from
picture books. Appelt’s voice is crisp, pure, fresh, and alive with characterizations that
range from poetry to creepy-crawly emotional reveals including “The worry spider skittered
down her back” (p. 185).
What I enjoyed most about this book is the use of questions as internal dialogue. This immediately gives a sense of
Keeper’s inner consciousness and worldview without telling the reader exactly what she is thinking or what may happen
next. It makes for a more interactive, game-like experience, which leaves lingering questions trailing the main
character’s every move: in other words, what will Keeper decide? This adds to the tension within each scene.

Excellent use of contrary information also helps to make this title a hit. Often we think about telling what a character
likes or does, but we forget that revealing what is not liked or done can be even more effective. For example, Keeper
describes what a place isn’t for Signe and how this place compares to Signe’s former home: “No mile upon mile of
cornfields here. No grain silos marching along the horizon. No wintry snow piled up in heaps. No rooms full of
memories; memories of her parents, who had been killed in a car accident when she was only eleven” (p. 42).
Here is a perfect example of how using contrary elements helps reveal a character’s inner consciousness: “By using
the boat, Keeper could keep her promise [to Signe]. She would not be swimming. Nope. No breaststroke. No Australian
crawl. No backstroke, either. None of that. She would be rowing. Keeper had not made any promises about rowing” (p.
67).
Appelt knows how to use the repetition of one word to highlight an important point: “And so maybe, just maybe,
maybe maybe maybe, she could find the only grown-up left who could help Keeper fix the world unto itself” (p. 64).
What is even more impressive is the use of flashbacks and front story. The book reads like a wave of adventure:
unexpected shifts from prose to verse are a hallmark of this title. There is an ebb and flow that mimics the waves of the
sea and makes for a satisfying read. We talk about the need for action to follow scene, and in this book, not only does
that hold true, but even chapters and overall structure support scene and the author’s theme. From scene to scene, there
are splashes and playful frolics like the reader might experience while floating in a body of water. Some chapters are
longer and some are one line long—even one word long. Chapters 107, 108, and 109 show “KEEEEPPPPPEEEEERRRRR!!!!!”
growing slightly larger with each page turn, which is much like what we would find in a picture book. Other chapters,
such as 38, 84, and 91, run the length of a short free-verse poem.
In summary, this novel satisfies on multiple levels and is a fantastic, exciting read—children’s writers of all genres can
truly learn from Appelt’s genius.

A Nest for Celeste: A Story About Art, Inspiration, and the Meaning of Home, by
Henry Cole (HarperCollins/Katherine Tegen Books, 2010)
Henry Cole’s career as a successful illustrator and writer of picture books is evident in
the debut of his first middle-grade novel. This middle-grade opens like a picture book
by revealing the setting prior to chapter 1, which is a bold move and one that works well.
The story begins on the half title page with an image of the Oakley Plantation where John
James Audubon spent a summer sketching birds of North America, giving dance lessons
to Eliza Pirrie, and serving as a mentor to a young artist, Joseph Mason, who—at least in
this story—takes up company with a small mouse named Celeste.
A page turn to the copyright shows the stairs leading into the plantation house.
Page turns through the table of contents show the front doors leading into the house.
Another page turn shows these doors opening to a dining room. The text reads, “Below
the cracked and faded painting of a horse….”
A page turn zooms in closer: “beneath the heavy sideboard….”
A page turn zooms in even closer, to one small corner of the sideboard and carpet beneath it: “under the worn carpet….”
A page turn shows this text with accompanying art: “and dusty floorboards of the dining room….”
A page turn shows the main character in the next spread: “sat Celeste, hunched over her worktable.”
Yet another, very satisfying, page turn reveals an illustrated spread that reads, “Chapter One: The Basket Maker.”
This is new, different, inviting. The use of illustrations to simultaneously interrupt and carry the story throughout this
novel is brilliant.
Chapter 4 reads like a picture book. There are full-bleed illustrations on every page, the writing is sparse, and on one
spread, the illustrations carry the story by themselves.
Cole’s story is a small chunk of history delivered by a small mouse, shares the brilliance of an award-winning illustrator
who makes this story come to life by both key and brush, and owes its great pacing to its use of art. Even reluctant
readers will want to explore A Nest for Celeste, where words and art interact on nearly every page. Who can think of a
better way to deliver story?

An editor, illustrator, and adjunct professor, Jodell Sadler teaches literature and composition courses by day. By night,
she facilitates these courses: Focus on Picture Books Writing4Kids Online Class, Writing4Kids Advanced Online Class, and
Intro to Writing4Kids Online Class. New classes begin January 4. Log on to http://www.sadler4kids.com
/writing4kids.htm and sign up today!
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It’s Positively Worth It
By Carol Grannick
Research continues to pour in on the benefits of various positive emotions on the brain’s creative capacities. Indeed, it
would be difficult to argue against the practice of learning and strengthening the skills of positivity.
Why, then, do so many of us wait until we’re feeling badly before we think about doing the hard work of creating or
maintaining emotional resilience? As with any physical pain, it’s harder to limit or end it once it’s in full force. Of course,
you can intervene in a negative emotional spiral at any point, but why not prepare yourself ahead of time? You can learn
to challenge and change negative thoughts (and therefore feelings and attitude) in small—even tiny—everyday events.
Our emotional well-being powers the energy and productivity for our writing lives. And that means the emotional, inner
part of us needs as much care and feeding as does the craft of writing.
Practice pays. Here, more recent research has made it clear: even with genetic factors in place, genius is practiced, not
given. So for writing, music, dance, the visual arts—for anything—regular, painstaking practice is what gives results.
The truth of this revisited me recently when I sustained a blow to how I thought of myself as a writer. Ten years ago, it
would have knocked me down for quite a while. Thirty years ago, it might have knocked me out. This time, I spent two
hours being upset. Very upset. I reached out to a writing friend and to my sister, who understands my writing journey.
Then I got back to work on what I feel is the revision of my life (so far!).
I believe the foundation of seriously changing a pessimistic attitude is Learned Optimism and the (learnable) skills of
disputing negative thoughts. There’s no question in my mind that without that daily practice, my skin wouldn’t have
become so “elastic,” and I wouldn’t be (generally) joyously working on my revision right now.

Serious change means committing to challenging gratuitous negativity so that you can increase your productive, creative,
writing time. Committing, that is, to the imperfect process of practice.
So if you’ve planned a goal or resolution to be more positive in the coming year, I’d advise revising that resolution.
Change the word to become. Then commit to the constant hard work of challenging your negative thinking, being gentle
with any failures to do so, getting back to it, and becoming a more resilient writer.

Carol Grannick is a writer of picture books and middle-grade novels. She is also a clinical social worker in private
practice, working with writers and others individually and in small groups to create and maintain resilience, and to build
fl ourishing lives. You can reach her atcarolgrannick@att.net for questions or to set up a consultation. Her blog site
contains a wealth of information about how to build and maintain resilience: http://theirrepressiblewriter.com.
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Collaborations and Spectacles: How I Promoted THE ORDER OF ODD-FISH, Even When All Hope Was
Lost
By James Kennedy
A dream come true, right? After years of trying, I finally got a book deal for my debut novel, The Order of Odd-Fish. At
Random House! With an editor who really understood my admittedly strange book. That’s as good as it gets, right? All
my problems were over!
Wrong.

The Order of Odd-Fish came out—but with almost no promotion. To be sure, I hadn’t thought to do much promotion
myself, beyond a couple of book release parties. I managed to get profiles in the Chicago Reader and Time Out
Chicago, but not much else. I didn’t even try that hard to get blurbs.
This was my fatal mistake.
A big publisher like Random House puts out dozens of young adult novels a year. They only put promotional muscle
behind one or two of them. It’s an obscenely winner-take-all situation: a heavyweight title gets a pre-publication buzz
tour, plus a book tour, appearances at BEA, major ARC distribution, panel appearances around the country, online ads,
print ads, floor displays for retailers, publisher-created websites and games, TV commercials…
I got one banner ad on MuggleNet.com.
When I clicked on it, I didn’t work. When I pointed this out, they took it down. It never came back.
It got worse.
The trade journal reviews for Odd-Fish started to come in: “Dense, ridiculous prose.” “An uneven mixture of
ridiculousness and depravity.” “The author wastes this promising premise on an overstuffed tale.” Those were School
Library Journal, VOYA, and Kirkus.
But I knew I had written a good book. A great book. It got nominated for the ALA’s list of Best Books for Young Adults. It
was named one of the Smithsonian Notable Books for Children. But most importantly, almost every blog review I got was
positive. Many were rapturous.
What happened? I hadn’t written a crappy book; I had just written an extremely unusual one. The conventional review
outlets (except for Booklist, which gave a positive review) just didn’t get what I was trying to do.
So how could I fix this? Because I wasn’t going down without a fight. And the story of how The Order of Odd-Fish was
saved from total obscurity—by generous fans who appeared out of nowhere, and by my own homegrown variety of PR,
which relies on ridiculous spectacle and respectful collaboration—is almost as weird as the book itself.
A story that begins with a boy in a hat.

At the 2009 ALA Midwinter Meeting in Denver, which I did not attend, there was a session in which teens were invited to
say what books of 2008 they liked best. I discovered from Brenda Bowen’s blog that a boy showed up at the session
wearing a “three-foot long red-and-white fish hat” in Odd-Fish‘s honor, and he hailed my book as “incredibly,
ridiculously funny. You just don’t see books like this very often.”
My sister-in-law’s friend was at that conference. She snapped the above picture of the young man, whose name was
Kevin Buckelew.
I decided to show Mr. Buckelew how much his compliments meant to me.
I wrote an absurd short story called “America, Emulate This Man” and posted it on my blog. In it, I portrayed Kevin
Buckelew as a fearless hero who defies the American Library Association, which I characterized as a bloodthirsty cult of
illiterate troglodytes, and their president as a “a twenty-foot-tall, vulture-like, twelve-armed lizard, lolling on a writhing
chair made of living librarians,” a “superannuated toad, tricked out in stolen finery” that included:

. . . a necklace made of the twisted spine of Roald Dahl; the epaulettes of her uniform, fashioned out of
the pancreas of John Bellairs; her sceptre, topped with E.B. White’s grinning skull! I reeled! There was no
beloved children’s author whose earthly remains were not woven into her nightmarish vestments—a
grotesque crown inlaid with Madeleine L’Engle’s gallstones; outlandish boots constructed of C.S. Lewis’
wrinkled skin and laced with the lustrous auburn hair of a young Beverly Cleary!

In a throwaway aside, I also whimsically insulted Neil Gaiman, winner of the 2009 Newbery for The Graveyard Book,
revealing that he was only two millimeters tall and that all his books were written by bees. I posted the story, e-mailed
Kevin Buckelew about it, and went out for a sandwich.
When I came back, I found my server had crashed under the traffic.
Somehow, within two hours of me posting the story, Neil Gaiman himself found out about it. He liked it. He tweeted a
link to it. Then he blogged about it. Suddenly thousands of Neil Gaiman fans were on my site. They liked the story, too.
My Amazon ratings shot up.
Other people began linking to it. One of them was influential Betsy Bird of the Fuse #8 blog at School Library
Journal. She asked to interview me for the Summer Blog Blast Tour. I agreed. I poured everything I could into the
interview and got a good response. More sales. Things were finally turning up!
I realized something. No book just magically succeeds because of sheer merit. People have to know about it. No, more:
people have to be advocates of it. But what shocked me was how much people wanted to be advocates of something
they liked. Betsy Bird, and others such as fellow fantasy writer Laini Taylor, Schaumburg librarian Amy Alessio, and
many more, have been amazingly generous and helpful.

This established the pattern my publicity efforts would follow: an embrace of ridiculous spectacle, and a reliance on the
generosity of enthusiastic co-conspirators.
It was through Amy Alessio of the Schaumburg library that I got an opportunity to try a second homegrown
spectacle—this one much more risky.
I met Amy at Anderson’s Children’s Literature Breakfast in 2009. We hit it off, and she asked if I would be interested in
speaking at the American Library Association Annual Conference in Chicago that summer. I immediately agreed. What an
opportunity! Especially since I’d already kind of made my name whimsically trashing the ALA.
I was supposed to speak at the YALSA preconference about the genre of fantasy. I ended up doing something
different.
I showed up soaking wet, missing a tooth, barefoot, in a poofy pirate shirt and unspeakable blazer, and went on to
castigate the hundred-or-so librarians there for giving the Newbery medal to Neil Gaiman and not to me.
Midway through the speech, a friend dressed as Neil Gaiman stood up, holding the Newbery. I tackled him and wrestled
the Newbery away. Another friend came in dressed as the head of the ALA, and she put “Neil Gaiman” and me through a
series of mental and physical contests to see who really deserved it. I lost every contest, and was thus sacrificed on an
altar using a knife “forged in the flames of the burning of the library of Alexandria.” But then “Neil Gaiman” wept over my
corpse, announced that I deserved the Newbery after all, and led one hundred librarians in chanting “Give Kennedy the
Newbery! Give Kennedy the Newbery!”
The transcript of the speech and complete video here. Here’s the part where I challenge and fight “Neil Gaiman,”
videotaped by Betsy Bird:

Again, Neil Gaiman graciously tweeted and linked to that, too. Another avalanche of his visitors came to my site. More
librarians and Gaiman fans learned about Odd-Fish through the stunt and bought the book. Suddenly I was cooking with
gas.
But you can’t make a career out of pestering Neil Gaiman. I had to go beyond merely irritating the famous, and to put on
a positive event of my own.
All this time, I was learning that artists all over the country were spontaneously doing fantastic fan art based on The
Order of Odd-Fish. I started to get in touch with them, encouraging their work.
A grotesque cake depicting the scene where a giant fish vomits out the Odd-Fish lodge:

A home-brewed beer based on the villain, the Belgian Prankster:

And more! A homemade gun, Japanese-style dolls, a stained-glass window . . . Max Pitchkites, a high school student
from around Indianapolis, even did a stunning series of twenty-eight mixed-media illustrations, one for each
chapter:

I was already featuring Odd-Fish fan art in a special gallery on my blog. I had an idea: why not put on a real gallery
show of Odd-Fish fan art, right here in Chicago? But not only an art show: a real spectacle, an all-night costumed dance
party. And thus the idea of The Dome of Doom was born.

I worked together with the Chicago theater group Collaboraction to pull it off. I put a “Call for Submissions” post on
my blog, giving a deadline and a date for the Odd-Fish art party.
But I didn’t just wait for people to find out about it. I made a profile at DeviantArt.com and searched for those artists
who listed The Order of Odd-Fish as one of their favorite books. I got in contact with those artists and invited them to
submit. I also put the word out on the network of children’s literature blogs. I also contacted SCBWI-IL’s network of
illustrators, and some of the best work in the show came from them! Check out these great paintings by Mike Bricis and
Kathleen Spale:

And these three, by Dawn Heath:

The gallery show ended up having more than 100 pieces of Odd-Fish fan art. Many of the young adult artists
attended, some from many states away. But it was more than just a gallery show. It was also a spectacle that re-created
a pivotal scene of the book, the “Dome of Doom.”
Party guests were encouraged to come in costume as a fighter of some sort—lion, gladiator, computer virus, etc. We
seeded them in tournament brackets and then pitted them against each other in the “Dome of Doom” (a dome we built
out of PVC pipes). Contestants had to battle-dance against each other (no touching) in the ring while the audience
hooted, made their bets, and went nuts. Three god-judges decided who won each fight and proceeded to the next
round. After the final fight, we put the ultimate champion on an altar, tore out her heart, and fed her to a giant
snake-god. It was a raucous, unforgettable night. Circus marching bands! Ritualistic parades! Unhinged dancing!
This recap on my blog, with its pictures and video, might make it all clearer. But if you just want to see two people
in costume battle in a dome, I can give you that, too:

The “Dome of Doom” event went so well that I’ve worked with Collaboraction to do versions of it in Chicago parks. Check
out this video where we lead a costumed parade, complete with marching band, through Logan Square, and pull children
out of the crowd, stick them in costume, and encourage them to battle-dance in the ring:

Through an embrace of spectacle, Odd-Fish has received media coverage that before was completely unthinkable for a
fi rst-time novelist with limited publicity support:a feature article in the Sun-Times, a radio interview with Alison
Cuddy on NPR, another radio interview with Rick Kogan at WGN, a mention in Publisher’s Weekly, and tons of blog
buzz. And now, when I do school visits, I have tons of brilliant Odd-Fish fan art to show, and insane videos of the party.
So what did all this hullabaloo do for me? Well, for one thing, it was all a lot of fun. Having a book published has given
me an excuse to do lots of ridiculous stunts like this. It’s also made me some friends. Has it sold books? I hope so. The
most satisfying thing, though, is making personal connections with readers—appealing directly to them, bypassing the
traditional gatekeepers (Kirkus, School Library Journal, VOYA).
Or even, in some cases, making those gatekeepers change their tune. Recently I was able to relish a particularly
satisfying turn of events.
In 2008, VOYA had printed a negative review of The Order of Odd-Fish that I thought was particularly wrongheaded.
In 2010, VOYA featured Order of Odd-Fish fan art on the cover (done by SCBWI-IL’s own Dawn Heath!) and a three-page
article inside all about the Odd-Fish art show.
Justice is slow, but it is certain.
Even if you have no promotion, even if you have bad reviews, you can still claw your way back. You just have to take the

Even if you have no promotion, even if you have bad reviews, you can still claw your way back. You just have to take the
creativity you already have—and you’re a writer; it’s your job to be creative—and apply it to solve the problem. For me, it
was by embracing risky, ludicrous spectacle, and relying on the new friends I’ve made among librarians, booksellers,
fans, and bloggers. For you, it may be something different. But in all cases, the opportunity is there. You have to believe
in your book and believe that the audience is there—even when Kirkus breaks your heart.

James Kennedy is the author of The Order of Odd-Fish (Random House/Delacorte, 2008), a middle-grade/YA fantasy
that was one of the 2008 Smithsonian Notable Books for Children. Booklist praised Odd-Fish as “hilarious,” and Time
Out Chicago described it as “a work of mischievous imagination and outrageous invention.” James graduated from the
University of Notre Dame in 1995 with a degree in physics and philosophy. He lives in Chicago with his wife and
daughter, with another baby due in May! His second novel, the sci-fi comedy The Magnificent Moots, will be published
by Delacorte in 2012. You can visit him at http://www.jameskennedy.com.
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Five Easy Tips to Increase Your Blog’s Readership
By Hilary Wagner
So, you’ve started your blog, bugged your writer buddies to follow it (at least that’s what I did), and made it stunning to
the eye with a template that just screams “you.” Now, how do you get more people to read your posts or even find your
blog? Good question! Below are some tech-savvy (yet super-easy) tips to get a better ranking on search engines,
resulting in a lot more readers!

TIP ONE: Be Your Blog’s SEO
Okay, you’ve all heard of a CEO—maybe some of you even are CEOs—but you may not be as familiar with the term SEO,
or search engine optimization. Search engine optimization is the use of a variety of methods to improve a website’s
ranking in search engines (Google, Bing, Yahoo!, etc.), attracting more visitors as a result.
Google and other search engines usually read code by starting at the top of a web page and going down. This means
that your post’s title is mega-important! Generally, search engines “think” the first words that appear on a given web
page—or blog post, in this case—must be the most significant, so title is everything! In other words, if you’re writing a
post on your agent search over the summer and how it’s frustrating you, don’t title it “The Summer of My Discontent.”
While I think this is an awesome, catchy post title, search engines won’t, at least not in terms of hooking you up to other
writers who are interested in posts about finding a literary agent and the frustrations it brings. A better title would be
“One Writer’s Search For a Literary Agent.” While maybe not as dazzling, you’re immediately upping your ranking on
search engines. Other writers are clearly going to google phrases such as “how to find a literary agent,” “searching for an
agent,” “writer searching for an agent,” etc. Make sense? Like I said, not very “sexy,” but way more successful if you want
to increase your visibility and up your search engine page rank. Because let’s face it, if you’re Google-ranked on page
65, no one is going to be looking at your post anytime soon—and that’s just not cool with me!

TIP TWO: Words Are Key
Keywords—are you using them? Think about the words you would use to best describe your blog and what types of
words you would use to find your blog. Once you’ve pinpointed these words, add them to your post’s content. Don’t go
overboard, though. There is actually a term for this—stuffing—and I don’t mean oyster or cornbread! I mean keyword
stuffing, wherein a blogger “stuffs” each and every post with an excessive amount of keywords. Search engines pick up
on this, and it can actually lower your ranking, so the keyword here is moderation—remember this and you’ll be just
fine! Good balance = good blog traffic.

TIP THREE: Mob Rules
In other words, are you giving your readers what they want? If you don’t have your blog hooked up to a service that
monitors your web stats, such as StatCounter or Google Analytics, it would be in your best interest to do so now. Most of
these services are free and tell you everything from where your readers are coming from, to what search terms they used
to find you. Check your hits on every post. If you have a huge surge one day from a new post, that means people were
really interested in what you had to say—the topic you chose. Write more about it—at least for now. Read comments and
create a new post from there, piggybacking off your recent post, as well as including a link to it. Once you have a larger
following, you’ll have a bit more freedom to choose topics that speak to you, but always think about your readers. They
are your audience—your fans! Stay true to yourself, but also think of them with each and every post. Think like
Madonna—a true engineer of changing to suit herself and her fans. Of course, you may want to leave out the cone bra.

TIP FOUR: In with the Old
Just because you posted something six months ago doesn’t mean it’s old hat. In fact, old posts can be little gold mines
for new readers just waiting to find you! Updating old posts with new information and linking back to them in future
posts can do wonders. Pages you edit on a regular basis receive higher rankings than musty old pages you haven’t
touched since the spring of ’07. Search engines find and visit edited pages a lot more often than content that’s gone
untouched for a long period of time. And you don’t have to do a massive overhaul—simply add a new tip, change up the
wording, add a link to a new post, etc. Something you can do in a matter of minutes can greatly improve your search
engine rankings.

TIP FIVE: Are You a Social Butterfly?
Okay, you don’t need to start having ladies’ lunches, drag yourself to the office happy hour, or plan glitzy dinner parties,
but you do need to forge relationships with your fellow blogging pals. By means of social networking, we’ve all met some
fantastic writers who blog that I’m sure have become good friends in more ways than one. Ask them to link to your posts
on their blogs, and you can do the same in return. Link-backs are a great resource for improving your ranking on search
engines. If you haven’t noticed, writers are a very generous bunch, and a blogging relationship is a two-way street
—everybody wins!

TIP FIVE: Are You a Social Butterfly?
Okay, you don’t need to start having ladies’ lunches, drag yourself to the office happy hour, or plan glitzy dinner parties,
but you do need to forge relationships with your fellow blogging pals. By means of social networking, we’ve all met some
fantastic writers who blog that I’m sure have become good friends in more ways than one. Ask them to link to your posts
on their blogs, and you can do the same in return. Link-backs are a great resource for improving your ranking on search
engines. If you haven’t noticed, writers are a very generous bunch, and a blogging relationship is a two-way street
—everybody wins!
Do you frequent writer forums, such as those at Absolute Write or Verla Kay’s website? Add your new posts there,
especially if it’s relevant to a particular thread. You’re bound to gain some readership. Just don’t overdo it. No one wants
to feel that all they ever see from you is a link to your latest post. Post relevant comments on the threads you read, along
with the occasional link, and you’re sure to make new friends fast—friends who’d be more than happy to read your
posts. After all, the best way to attract people to your blog is to be the real, honest you—well, the new and improved,
high-tech–savvy, search engine–optimized you!
Happy Blogging!
Hilary

Hilary Wagner lives in Chicago with her husband and two kids. She is a YA and middle-grade author. Her books include
Nightshade City (Holiday House, October 2010) and The White Assassin (Holiday House, October 2011).
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The Sly Fox Is One Smart Bookstore
By Cynda Strong
Do you have a longing to “get outta town” and enjoy some rural
scenery and cornfields? A drive south on Illinois Route 4 from
Springfield will afford the country atmosphere you yearn for, as well as
an opportunity to see the much-publicized Sugar Creek Covered
Bridge. And it will pass through towns that offer quaint shops and
cafés. Most importantly, you will find—about twenty miles south of
Springfield, on the southwest corner of the square in Virden,
Illinois—The Sly Fox bookstore.
Owner George Rishel will tell you that, decades ago, the Sly Fox’s
building was home to his aunt’s dress shop for almost sixty years. His
aunt was a milliner who expanded her business beyond hats to include
dresses. She eventually turned her business over to George’s mom,
who ran the store for several years before it came under George’s care.
For a few years, he leased the building to another garment business.
Then, in 1998, he opened The Sly Fox bookstore and ran it part-time until he retired from his government job in
Springfield and set out to do what had been in the back of his mind for years—run his bookstore full-time.
George’s background in government work involved research and lots
of reading. While working in Washington, D.C., he frequented a
bookstore that focused exclusively on mystery books. Thus his love of
mysteries began. When he opened The Sly Fox, he knew mystery books
would always have a spot. Today, the shop has significant space
devoted to mysteries, another area to the history of Illinois for all ages,
and of course there is a children’s section complete with several
age-appropriate rocking chairs.
Strolling into the store, you will not first encounter George but rather
his able assistant and nephew, fifth-grader Zayne Ireland. Unless it is
during school hours, the store is Zayne’s preferred spot to be. George
has undoubtedly passed on his love of reading to Zayne, who is eager
to show elementary students who stroll in where they can find the
latest Diary of a Wimpy Kid book.
George, meanwhile, might be busily checking the computer for a customer’s special order. The Sly Fox does a good deal
of special orders and online sales, since it is nearly impossible to stock all of the wide-ranging needs of their clientele.
Without blinking an eye, George immediately knows the interests of customers who wander in, as well as their names.
“Most of my customers are repeat visitors,” he says. “They know I can get the books they want within a week, and many
prefer that to making a drive to Springfield. Plus they tell me over and over they appreciate the personal attention I give
them.”
Although the shop does not cater to the coffee-drinking set, it does
cater to friendliness and service. Chain stores need volume to survive,
but according to George, independent booksellers offer what they
can’t—personal treatment. Internet stores and e-books will hurt all
booksellers, but they will not eliminate independent sellers because
people like to feel special and have the interchange and intimacy these
smaller stores provide. That’s what helps George decide what stock to
buy. “It’s not my taste that dictates—it’s the customers,” he says. “Who
would have thought young boys would want to read books about a
wimpy kid like the Diary of a Wimpy Kid series? But they do, so I stock
it! Kids decide what they like, not me.”

George (left) and Zayne, who was in third grade when he
assisted George at SCBWI-IL's first Words in the Woods
retreat.

George’s philosophy is summed up even more clearly in this way: “This
is purely a labor of love—not money. I work more hours at this than
any other job I had, but I love it!”

Cynda Strong is the author of Where Do Angels Sleep? (Concordia
Publishing, 2007) and The Resurrection (Concordia Publishing, 2010).
She teaches high school English in Springfield, Illinois, and is also a Network Rep for SCBWI-Illinois. Her website is
http://cyndastrong.com.
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Besty Bird on How Authors and Bloggers Can Send Children’s Literature Soaring
By Deborah Topolski
A little bird told me…
It was not so much a little bird, but rather the Betsy Bird—New York City public librarian and blogger
extraordinaire—who drew a flock of admirers to the September 29 Hyde Park Network meeting. Bird spends her
commutes reading, her days working with, and her nights blogging about children’s literature. (Visit the blog at
http://blog.schoollibraryjournal.com/afuse8production.) Determined to make “good friends” of bloggers and
children’s authors and illustrators, Bird outlined the following points about how blogs can be powerful tools in
promoting you and your work.
Birds of a feather…
Chirpy, blithe, and with an eagle eye for what is current, Bird has become “the most powerful blogger in kids’ books,”
according to Dirk Smillie of Forbes magazine. Bird is a prolific blogger and reviews at least two books per week, typically
starting with a picture book, next a chapter book, and then rotating among nonfiction, graphic novels, and poetry. Bird
insists that writers and illustrators need bloggers—we need to let bloggers know that we exist so they can introduce us
to the wider children’s book world.
A bird in the hand…
If you’ve already been “discovered” by a blogger, consider yourself lucky! Bird says that it is good cyber-manners to
acknowledge the blogger who mentioned you and to say thank you. In addition, make sure that you become a follower of
that blog. Furthermore, ask the blogger if there is any project on which you two might collaborate. Reaching out to
bloggers allows you to take your own publicity “in hand.”
As a crow flies…
Bird outlined how a good relationship with a blogger can be a direct path to success. After reviewing your book, a
blogger like Bird may “tweet” that she’s posted a review, potentially reaching hundreds of online followers and Facebook
friends. Your book is now in the collective consciousness of a gaggle of readers, writers, librarians, editors, agents, book
buyers, other bloggers, and enthusiasts who may not otherwise have heard of you or your book. Some of these folks,
particularly librarians, may serve on award committees and potentially recommend your book for consideration. All this
publicity can be yours with just a few keystrokes from your blogging admirer, so becoming friends with a blogger is a
good way to fly.
Getting your ducks in a row…
How do you join the migration? Bird suggested getting familiar with kidlit bloggers, naming Seven Impossible Things
Before Breakfast (http://blaine.org/sevenimpossiblethings) and ShelfTalker (http://blogs.publishersweekly.com
/blogs/shelftalker) as two of her favorites. (See A Fuse #8 Production for a comprehensive list.) Just as we must
research the best fits for our manuscripts among agents or editors, Bird urged the same attention to detail when seeking
out bloggers who may be interested in our books—whether published, soon-to-be-published, or just manuscripts
needing feedback. A well-crafted, even low-budget-but-creative book trailer posted to YouTube is a good way to get
your book noticed. You can also “cold-call” bloggers (using e-mail, of course), asking them to review your published
work. Bird emphasized that any books sent to her by an editor or agent with a personal note get special attention. Last
year, she got about ten books accompanied by such a note. Like any other influential player, Bird has a slush pile of
books, sent to her by hopefuls every day, waiting to be read and reviewed. Obviously you believe in your work, but it’s a
feather in your cap if your agent or editor believes in it enough to sing its praises to a blogger like Bird.
A murder of crows…
Could all of this work against you as well? Bird stated that she’ll never post a critical review of a book by a first-time
author or illustrator—unless the book has a HUGE debut and therefore can withstand criticism better.
Counting your chickens…
Bird pointed out what she feels is a hole in the recognition of great writing because the American Library Association has
no award categories to honor graphic novels or poetry. A few recent titles that she considers worthy of an honor are
Milo: Sticky Notes and Brain Freeze (Alan Silberberg), Hereville: How Mirka Got Her Sword (Barry Deutsch), One Crazy
Summer (Rita Williams-Garcia), Keeper (Kathi Appelt), and A Tale Dark and Grimm (Adam Gidwitz). Bird has heard a bit of
squawking about potential Caldecott nods for Art & Max (David Wiesner), Here Comes the Garbage Barge (written by
Jonah Winter, illustrated by Red Nose Studio), and Oh No! (Or How My Science Project Destroyed the World) (written by
Mac Barnett, illustrated by Dan Santat).
Putting all your eggs in one basket…
Bird mentioned popular trends like steampunk but urged content creators to seek out topics not yet covered by current
titles. She cited librarians as terrific sources for ideas for “kids’ books that don’t yet exist.”

Jonah Winter, illustrated by Red Nose Studio), and Oh No! (Or How My Science Project Destroyed the World) (written by
Mac Barnett, illustrated by Dan Santat).
Putting all your eggs in one basket…
Bird mentioned popular trends like steampunk but urged content creators to seek out topics not yet covered by current
titles. She cited librarians as terrific sources for ideas for “kids’ books that don’t yet exist.”
Feathering your nest…
Blogs are a terrific place to find daily news, reviews, opinions, inspiration, and resources. They also create a dialogue
with—and help us stay connected to—the children’s literature market. While following a blogger can appear like another
item on a seemingly endless to-do list, partnering with your local, cyberspace kidlit blogger might be just the thing to
help you build your brand—or nest egg, so to speak. Bloggers like Betsy Bird who are committed to our craft will ensure
that our fledgling books fly!

Deborah Topolski is grateful to fellow chapter member and blogger-author Susan Kaye Quinn for featuring her in her
September 28 blog post! Visit Quinn at http://ink-spells.blogspot.com. Topolski is currently pecking out another
revision of her story Baker’s Dozen, to be sent out on a wing and a prayer for critique at the Lisa Wheeler Picture Book
Boot Camp this winter.
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The Someones We Know: Our Local Librarians
Typically, the Prairie Wind uses the Someone You Should Know column to introduce SCBWI-Illinois to an important
person in the children’s literature community who might help you create, network, publish, promote, and so on. For this
installment, however, we turned this column on its head and asked SCBWI-Illinois who you already know. We asked
about the local librarians who have already helped you write and illustrate for children.
Hopefully, the responses below will inspire you to know your local librarians (if you don’t already)…and then thank them
(if you haven’t already). Enjoy!
Heather Banks
Prairie Wind Editor
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Junko Yokota, director of the Center for Teaching through Children’s Books at National-Louis University, and her
co-director, Gail Bush, are amazing creators. They have gathered an unparalleled collection of children’s books from all
over the world. In so doing, they have enlarged and re-created our experience of the picture book community as a global
community, one with a great diversity of expression from picture book artists and writers from around the world.
Junko has had a direct influence on my work and career by encouraging me to throw my hat into the ring, enter the
Bologna Book Fair Exhibition, and in this way, become a part of this global community of artists. Just this jumping in has
expanded my thoughts about being a picture book artist and writer—that as creators of books for children, we can
contribute to a global exchange of thoughts and ideas and stories. Maybe books are ambassadors?
–Laura Nyman Montenegro (Evanston)

*
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Gertrude Jones is someone we should all know. Trudy Jones is the former head of Children’s Services at Evanston Public
Library. Though now retired, her work continues through each person into whose hands she placed a book, through each
child who was shaped by those stories and went on to want to read another book and another and another. The
Children’s Room under her care was a place of adventure and imagination, a portal into the hundreds of worlds inside
those books. She was this magic, wonderful, sparkly lady who welcomed everyone and invited them, arms open, into this
lovely, wild, unpredictable, expressive world of stories.
I worked for Trudy in the Children’s Room for eight years. Immersed in this world, surrounded by picture book art and
stories, I created my own picture book art, text, and dummies and had my first picture books published. The atmosphere
was so creative. She let me create my own storytimes, elaborate papier-mache reading games, storytime visuals, murals,
posters—an unending amount of creative projects. I feel that Trudy really brought me into the world of children’s books.
–Laura Nyman Montenegro (Evanston)

*
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I knew less than nothing about racing when I started researching Fearless: The Story of Racing Legend Louise Smith. Our
local Vernon Hills branch library was set up in a cramped, temporary basement space. Desperate for more information, I
introduced myself to Colleen Koebel, the woman behind the research desk. After listening to my plans for a picture
book, she set about finding all the obscure articles, books, and photos regarding Louise Smith and the other female
racers driving in the 1940s. Colleen didn’t just search out materials I asked for, she actively found information to
improve and advance the story. Every time she sent me an e-mail or a copy of an article, it provided valuable information
I used to tell the story of Louise Smith’s life. Of course, her work is credited in my book; Colleen Koebel, librarian
extraordinaire of the Cook Memorial Library District, is someone you should know. Best of all, she’s now been promoted
to Library Manager of our new permanent library in Vernon Hills. Congrats, Colleen!
–Barb Rosenstock (Vernon Hills)
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The librarians at my library in Libertyville have helped me in countless ways! And one, Debbie Colodny, has assisted this
writer wannabe for many, many years. In my pre-published days (there were thousands of those!), she patiently directed
me to the perfect sources for every new manuscript I started. She suggested comparable books to read on topics I was
considering for a new story. She helped me learn about author visits by bringing accomplished children’s authors to our
library to speak. And in recent years, Debbie continues to support my work my inviting me to read my books at library
storytimes and fun programs like Stories in the Park. Every step of the way, my local librarian, Debbie Colodny, has
helped me become a local author!
–Suzanne Slade (Libertyville)

*

*
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I entirely agree that one’s local librarian is a friend of writers. I believe this so fervently that I became my local librarian!
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I entirely agree that one’s local librarian is a friend of writers. I believe this so fervently that I became my local librarian!
Writing, inspiring others to write, and sparking the intimate relationship between readers and writers is closely
intertwined in the way I perceive my position as a local librarian.
The first program I started at the library is the Creative Writing Club for children. In the past six weeks, a group of
regulars has developed. Two fourth-grade boys showed up on the second meeting with notebooks in their hands and
expectant eyes. These boys, like many in the program, started out shy. Does anyone at any age not feel the vulnerability
that comes with exposing your inside words to the outside? Soon, ideas such as “imagining skyscrapers are floorscrapers” and “smelling the color purple” started to come out!
We all need a reminder that our ideas are worth developing. As a member of SCBWI, I have met other writer-librarians
who have shown me the fruitfulness of these dual passions. We are in the exciting position to inspire interest on both
sides of the reader-writer relationship!
–Kimberly Gotches (Woodridge), Children’s Librarian at the Des Plaines Valley Public Library District, Romeoville Branch
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Critical Writing Strengthens Creative Work
By Cheryl Bardoe
Talk about the power of word choice. My MFA faculty advisor said that my critical essay analyzing the layered details in
Daniel Pinkwater’s book The Neddiad was generally fine, but that I had “ducked” when it came to answering the question
of how writers might achieve this effect. Ducked? I doubt my advisor—successful middle-grade novelist Alexandria
LaFaye—knew the impact that word would have on me. My husband did. He smirked as he backed away from the
computer after reading the e-mail. No one had ever accused me of “ducking” before.
Or perhaps, being a seasoned teacher as well as a writer, Alexandria did choose that word on purpose. It came with the
encouragement I needed to delve deeper into the writing process by revising the paper. I picked up the gauntlet. No, I
didn’t find out from Pinkwater himself how he approaches his writing, but I read enough into the words of his books and
author interviews to generate a hypothesis that was concrete, actionable, and meaningful to my own writing process.
When I resubmitted the paper, Alexandria responded that it had become one of the most thorough analyses that she had
seen. Like I said, I’m not a big one for ducking.
The writing life doesn’t allow much room for ducking, anyway. If you write anything at all, then you’ve stood up to the
bully of the blank page. If you share your work with others—whether through critique groups or the process of
publication—then you’ve braved the risk of public review. If you revise, then you’ve overcome the disappointment that
the words weren’t already perfect. And just by doing the process over and over again, we repeatedly vanquish the inner
critic and specter of self-doubt. Over time, the less we duck, the more powerful our writing becomes.
Learning to write critically is another example of this process. I would never have guessed how critical writing would
become a regular part of my creative process, and I recommend experimenting to see how it might fit into your writing
life, too.
We hear a lot about “reading as writers” in order to learn techniques of our craft. This means not to just read a story, but
also to recognize the choices authors make, and the effects of those choices. Why did E. B. White choose for Charlotte to
describe Wilbur in her web as “some pig,” “terrific,” “radiant,” and “humble,” rather than “special,” “magnificent,”
“healthy,” and “meek”? In Ruth Krauss’s The Carrot Seed, how does the appearance of several naysayers influence
readers’ feelings about the young boy who patiently tends his seed? Asking such questions cultivates our senses for the
power of words and literary elements. I advocate going beyond reading as a writer to writing critically as a writer as a
method to deepen our questioning and synthesize what we’ve learned to benefit our creative work.
Reading as a writer isn’t a full immersion into story—the breathless turning of pages, the not wanting to put the book
down to eat or sleep until we find out what happens to the characters in the end. After such a delicious read, when we
turn our attention to examining the book, writing about what we observe encourages us to slow down and pay attention
to details of craft. Like with other forms of research, if we don’t look closely enough, we won’t have the information we
need when we go to write.
Writing critically can help us shape our observations into strategies that are concrete enough to try in our own writing.
Albert Einstein once said, “If you can’t explain it simply, you don’t understand it well enough.” What is true of
astrophysics is also true of writing—if we don’t understand a literary technique clearly enough to explain it, then it will
be difficult to apply that technique in our stories. We know the power that comes from putting pen to page to reveal
hidden secrets of characters or explore themes in our own lives. This same writing-as-discovery process works in critical
writing, too, as the sustained effort to transcribe general, hazy instincts onto paper transforms them into clear,
articulated ideas.
The act of writing critically also calls on us to synthesize information and relate it to our own well of writing experience.
This is where my original paper about The Neddiad had fallen flat. I had written nearly three double-spaced pages about
how the details Pinkwater chose for his first three sentences served multiple purposes in establishing character, setting,
and tone. But because I couldn’t find any interviews with the author specifying how he goes about creating such rich
details, I didn’t speculate about his writing process. If I had been writing an essay for English class, the original draft
would likely have been sufficient. But I was writing as a writer, for the purpose of learning as a writer. Without hearing an
author’s own perspective, it would be presumptuous to state exactly how Pinkwater created those sentences. My
advisor’s feedback, however, helped me to realize that it isn’t presumptuous to link examples of a writer’s published
text to craft advice written by others, or to lessons from my own writing experience, and to keep pushing until I had
enough evidence to support a theory on process. More casual observation or conversation often does not compel us to
probe as deeply into a question as does answering it in writing.
In the first two semesters of my MFA program at Hamline University, I wrote a new critical essay of about five pages each
month. Each essay originated in a question of craft that related to whatever I was writing at the time, so anything I
gleaned from the critical writing could be immediately applied to my creative work. In the third semester, I wrote a
critical thesis that was almost forty pages. Whew! The fourth and final semester of the program was devoted to my
creative thesis, so no critical writing was required. And yet, I found that after having integrated critical writing into my
creative process, I couldn’t leave it behind. I continued to seek out and make notes from published works that offered
insights into solving problems in my manuscripts. Sometimes examining one model was enough to stimulate ideas.
Other times, I checked out every related book on the library shelf and made a small inventory of different ways each
handled a literary element.
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Luckily, outside the bounds of school, this endeavor doesn’t have to take the form of monthly, formal essays. I’ve been
keeping critical analyses (some as short as a paragraph, others a few pages) in notebooks devoted to the projects to
which they relate. Another idea is to combine entries into a reader’s journal, which could become the go-to reference of
books that you’ve read and techniques they model. Sharing such writings among a writer’s group or critique partners is
also a wonderful mechanism for learning from one another. If you are so inclined, such musings may also develop into
another route to publication—in newsletters such as the Prairie Wind or magazines about the craft of writing.
So now, I throw down the gauntlet to others to see how critical writing might influence your creative writing. Try it out.
These writings can be as short or as long as you like. They can be written purely for yourself or to share with others.
They can tackle a question in your current manuscript or replenish the well in between projects. Like so many aspects of
writing, this practice can be adapted to fit each individual’s process. What’s most important is not to duck but to keep
challenging ourselves—for the benefit of our writing lives, our stories, and our readers.

Cheryl Bardoe is the author of Mammoths and Mastodons: Titans of the Ice Age and Gregor Mendel: The Friar Who Grew
Peas. Her first fictional picture book, The Ugly Duckling Dinosaur: A Prehistoric Tale, will be released in May 2011. She
enjoys school visits with young readers and leading hands-on writing workshops. Visit her online at
http://www.cherylbardoe.com.

